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1Abstrat
Some results on the rystal ommutor and ŝln rystals
by
Peter William Tingley
Dotor of Philosophy in Mathematis
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Niolai Reshetikhin, Chair
We present a number of results onerning rystal bases and their ombinatorial models.
There are two parts, whih are largely independent.
The rst part onsists of a series of results onerning the rystal ommutor of
Henriques and Kamnitzer. We rst desribe the relationship between the rystal ommutor
and Drinfeld's unitarized R-matrix. We then give a new denition for the rystal ommutor,
whih makes sense for any symmetrizable Ka-Moody algebra. We show that this new
denition agrees with A. Henriques and J. Kamnitzer's denition in the nite type ase, but
we annot prove our ommutor remains a oboundary struture in the non-nite type ases.
Next, we give a new formula for the R-matrix and hene for the unitarized R-matrix, whih
we hope will be useful in eventually proving that the rystal ommutor is a oboundary
struture in all ases.
In the seond part, we dene three ombinatorial models for ŝln rystals. These
are parameterized by partitions, ongurations of beads on an "abaus", and ylindri plane
partitions, respetively. Our models are reduible, but we an identify an irreduible sub-
rystal orresponding to any dominant integral highest weight Λ. Cylindri plane partitions
atually parameterize a basis for an irreduible representation of ĝln. This allows us to
alulate the partition funtion for a system of random ylindri plane partitions rst stud-
ied by A. Borodin. There is a symmetry in our model whih allows us alulate the same
partition funtion using the Weyl harater formula of either a level ℓ representation for ĝln
or a level n representation for ĝlℓ. Thus we observe a form of rank level duality, originally
due to I. Frenkel. Finally, we use an expliit bijetion to relate our work to the Kyoto path
model.
iTo Emily.
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1Chapter 1
Introdution
Quantum groups and in partiular quantized universal enveloping algebras have
provided a rih eld of study. They have been used in many appliations ranging from
representation theory to topology to statistial mehanis. In the present work we study
the representation theory of the quantized universal enveloping algebra Uq(g) assoiated to
a symmetrizable Ka-Moody algebra g.
We fous on two aspets of this theory. The rst is the fat that representations
of Uq(g) have the struture of a braided monoidal ategory. In partiular, there is a natural
system of isomorphisms σbrV,W : V ⊗W →W ⊗ V , for all pairs of representations V and W ,
whih satises the braid relations:
σbr1,2 ◦ σ
br
2,3 ◦ σ
br
1,2 = σ
br
2,3 ◦ σ
br
1,2 ◦ σ
br
2,3 (1.1)
as isomorphisms from U ⊗ V ⊗W to W ⊗ V ⊗U , where σbri,i+1 means apply the braiding to
the i and i + 1st fator of the tensor produt. This is one of the main ingredients used in
onstruting the well known quantum group knot invariants.
The other is the existene of rystal bases for representations of Uq(g). These are
remarkable bases disovered by Kashiwara (see [19℄). By allowing q to approah 0 (or ∞)
in an appropriate way, one an obtain a ombinatorial objet alled a rystal assoiated
to eah integrable highest weight representation. This rystal onsists of an underlying set
along with operators ei and fi whih orrespond to the Chevalley generators Ei and Fi of
Uq(g). A rystal an be depited as an edge-olored direted graph, where the underlying
set of the rystal is represented as the verties of the graph, and the operators are enoded
with the edges. One an use these rystals to answer various questions about the original
2representations. For instane, there is a simple tensor produt rule for rystals whih allows
one to alulate tensor produt multipliities for the original representations.
One might hope that the braiding on the ategory of Uq(g) representations would
desend to a braiding on the ategory on Uq(g) rystals, but this is not the ase. One
should instead use the related notion of a oboundary struture, whih is still a system
of ismorphisms {σV,W : V ⊗W → W ⊗ V }, but satisfying a dierent set of axioms than a
braiding. In [9℄, Henriques and Kamnitzer onstrut a oboundary struture on the ategory
of Uq(g) rystals for all nite type g.
We are also interested in the relationship between rystals and enumerative ombi-
natoris. It is often possible to realize rystals in a purely ombinatorial way. For instane,
in the ase of the rystal assoiated with an irreduible representation of sln, the verties are
in bijetion with semi-standard Young tableau of a ertain shape. Furthermore, the weight
of a vertex orresponds to a natural weight on the orresponding semi-standard Young
tableau. Among other things, this shows that the generating funtion for semi-standard
Young tableau of a given shape, ounted with their weight, is equal to the harater of the
assoiated representation. In this way one reovers the well known orrespondene between
Young tableau, representations of sln, and the Shur symmetri funtions.
The rst part of this work (Chapter 3) is onerned with understanding the obound-
ary struture on the ategory of rystals, and its relationship with the braiding on the ate-
gory of representations. We show how the oboundary struture on rystals an be realized
as a ombinatorial limit of Drinfeld's oboundary struture on representations. We then
attempt to generalize Henriques and Kamnitzer's oboundary struture to inlude the ases
when g is a symmetrizable Ka-Moody algebra, but not neessarily of nite type. We do
not ahieve this goal, but we give a onjetural solution based on Kashiwara's ∗-involution,
and show that it agrees with Henriques and Kamnitzer's struture in nite type ases. In
our attempts to prove our onjeture we obtain a new realization of the standard R-matrix
for any symmetrizable Ka-Moody algebra.
In the seond part (Chapter 4) we restrit our attention to the rystal assoiated
to an integrable highest weight representations of ŝln. We present several ways to realize
these rystals ombinatorially. In one of these models, the verties of the rystal are given
by ylindri plane partitions, as dened by Borodin [4℄. This rystal is reduible, but
studying its struture reveals that ylindri plane partitions naturally parameterize a basis
for an irreduible ĝln representation. This allows us to give a formula for the generating
3of ylindri plane partitions in terms of the Weyl harater formula. It also allows us to
observe a form of rank-level duality.
Chapters 3 and 4 eah desribe the urrent state of an ongoing projet, and eah
ends with a disussion of the diretions we hope to explore in the future. We now give a
somewhat more detailed desription of their ontents.
1.1 Introdution to Chapter 3
Let g be symmetrizable Ka-Moody algebra, and Uq(g) the assoiated quantized
universal enveloping algebra (see [5℄). Consider the following three ategories:
• Rep(g):= The ategory of integrable highest weight representations of g.
• Rep(Uq(g)):= The ategory of type 1 integrable highest weight representations
of Uq(g).
• Cryst(g):= The ategory of rystals of representations in Rep(Uq(g)).
These are all semi-simple monoidal ategories, and are in many ways very similar. In
partiular:
(i) The irreduible objets in eah ategory are indexed by the set Λ+ of dominant integral
weights of g.
(ii) For eah λ, µ ∈ Λ+, it is lear that Vλ ⊗ Vµ is isomorphi to
⊕
ν ⊕
cνλµVν for er-
tain uniquely dened non-negative integers cνλµ. These c
ν
λµ are idential in the three
ategories.
(iii) For any objets X and Y in any one of these ategories, X⊗Y is isomorphi to Y ⊗X.
It is often useful to give a ategory satisfying (iii) above additional struture by
xing a system of isomorphisms σX,Y : X ⊗ Y → Y ⊗ X for eah pair of objets (X,Y ).
There are dierent possible hoies of this system of isomorphisms σ = {σX,Y } in the
dierent ategories we are onsidering:
•Rep(g) : The system of isomorphisms σsym dened by σsymV,W (v⊗w) = w⊗v for all
v ∈ V and w ∈W gives Rep(g) the struture of a symmetri tensor ategory (see Denition
2.3.2). This implies that for any permutation p of the integers 1 to N , and any objets
V1, . . . VN in Rep(g), there is a anonial isomorphism
Ip : V1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ VN → Vp(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ Vp(N). (1.2)
4In other words, the ation of the system of isomorphisms σsym on an N -fold tensor produt
fators through the symmetri group SN .
•Rep(Uq(g)) : We will onsider two dierent hoies for σ. The rst and most
ommon is the standard braiding σbr. This gives Rep(Uq(g)) the struture of a braided
monoidal ategory (see Denition 2.3.3), whih essentially means that the ation of the
system of isomorphisms σbr on a N -fold tensor produt fators through the braid group.
There is also a seond hoie σD whih gives Rep(Uq(g)) a struture whih Drinfeld [6℄ alled
a oboundary ategory (see Denition 2.3.4). This means that the ation of σD on an N -
fold tensor produt fators through a ertain group JN , sometimes alled the atus group
(see [9℄). There are in fat many possible oboundary strutures on Rep(Uq(g)). There is
however no way to give Rep(Uq(g)) the struture of a symmetri monoidal ategory.
•Cryst(g) : When g is of nite type, Henriques and Kamnitzer dened a system
of isomorphisms σHK (whih they all the rystal ommutor) so that (Cryst(g), σHK) is a
oboundary ategory. There is no hoie whih makes Cryst(g) into a symmetri or even
a braided monoidal ategory. In the present work we present a generalization of σHK to
non-nite type ases. We onjeture that the result is still a oboundary ategory, but this
has not been proven.
In this hapter we will study these dierent systems of isomorphisms σ, and how
they are related
1
. We will mainly fous of the ategories Rep(Uq(g)) and Cryst(g).
1.1.1 Construting σ using systems of endomorphisms
We will now review a method for onstruting natural systems of isomorphisms
σV,W : V ⊗W → W ⊗ V for the ategory of representations of Uq(g). This onstrution
was used by Henriques and Kamnitzer in [9℄, and was further developed in [15℄, where it is
used to onstrut both the braiding σbr and Drinfeld's oboundary struture σD. The data
needed to onstrut σ in this way is:
(i) An algebra involution Cξ of Uq(g) whih is also a o-algebra anti-involution.
(ii) A natural system of invertible (vetor spae) endomorphisms ξV of eah representation
1
Added May 1, 2008: An introdution to these objets an be found in the reent expository paper [30℄
5V of Uq(g) suh that the following diagram ommutes for all V :
V XX
ξV // V XX
Uq(g)
Cξ // Uq(g).
It follows immediately from the denition of oalgebra anti-automorphism that
σξ := Flip ◦ (ξ−1V ⊗ ξ
−1
W ) ◦ ξV⊗W (1.3)
is an isomorphism of Uq(g) representations from V ⊗W to W ⊗ V .
We will normally denote the system {ξV } simply by ξ, and will denote the ation
of ξ on the tensor produt of two representations by ∆(ξ). This is justied sine, as ex-
plained in [15℄, ξ in fat belongs to a ompletion of Uq(g), and the ation of ξ on V ⊗W is
alulated using the oprodut. We say a system of (vetor spae) endomorphisms of Uq(g)
representations ξ = {ξV } is ompatible with an algebra automorphism Cξ if the diagram in
(ii) above ommutes for all V .
Comment 1.1.1. To desribe the data (Cξ, ξ), it is suient to desribe Cξ, and the ation
of ξVλ on any one vetor v in eah irreduible representation of Vλ. This is usually more
onvenient then desribing ξVλ expliitly. Of ourse, the hoie of Cξ imposes a restrition
on the possibilities for ξVλ(v), so when we give a desription of ξ in this way we are always
laiming that the ation on our hosen vetor in eah Vλ is ompatible with Cξ.
Following ideas of Kirillov-Reshetikhin [23℄ and Levendorskii-Soibelman [24℄, we
use this onstrution to onstrut the standard braiding.
Denition 1.1.2. Let CX be the algebra automorphism of Uq(g) given by
CX(Ei) = −Fθ(i)
CX(Fi) = −Eθ(i)
CX(Ki) = K
−1
θ(i),
(1.4)
where θ is the involution of the set I suh that αθ(i) = −w0(αi).
Theorem 1.1.3 ([23, Theorem 3℄, [24, Theorem 1℄). Assume g is of nite type. Then there
is a system of endomorphisms XV on all nite dimensional representations of Uq(g) whih
is ompatible with CX , and suh that the standard braiding is given by
σbrV,W = Flip ◦ (X
−1
V ⊗X
−1
W ) ◦XV⊗W . (1.5)
6The ation of XVλ on an irreduible representation Vλ an be desribed expliitly,
and is related to the element Tw0 of the braid group. In partiular, XVλ takes the highest
weight spae of Vλ to the lowest weight spae. For this reason XVλ only makes sense when
g is of nite type.
We note that the endomorphisms XV an be realized using the ation of an element
X in a ertain ompletion of Uq(g). With this in mind, Theorem 1.1.3 beomes
σbr = Flip ◦ (X−1 ⊗X−1)∆(X). (1.6)
Equivalently R = (X−1 ⊗ X−1)∆(X), where R is the universal R-matrix for Uq(g) (see
Setion 2.3). It is sometimes more onvinient to work with the R-matrix rather then the
braiding σbr.
We also make use of a similar onstrution of Drinfeld's oboundary struture σD,
whih an be obtained via a modiation of the onstrution for σbr:
Theorem 1.1.4 ([15, Theorem 7.5℄). Assume g is of nite type. Then there is a system
of endomorphisms YV on all nite dimensional representations of Uq(g) whih is ompatible
with CX , and suh that Drinfeld's oboundary struture is given by
σDV,W = Flip ◦ (Y
−1
V ⊗ Y
−1
W ) ◦ YV⊗W . (1.7)
Sine both XVλ and YVλ are ompatible with CX , they dier only by an overall
salar (in fat, a power of q). This salar depends on λ.
1.1.2 Crystals and tensor produts (informal)
Before going on, let us briey disuss Kashiwara's rystal bases. Due to our hoie
of onventions, we are fored to use rystal bases at q =∞ rather then at q = 0. Let V be a
nite dimensional representation of Uq(g), and let A∞ be the algebra of rational funtions
in q that do not have poles at ∞. Kashiwara dened operators E˜i and F˜i on V , whih are
modiations of the ations of the Chevalley generators Ei and Fi on V (see Setion 2.4).
He showed that one ould nd an A∞ lattie L ⊂ Vλ (a rystal lattie), and a basis B for
L/q−1L (the rystal basis) satisfying the following properties:
(i) L and B are ompatible with the weight deomposition of V .
(ii) L is invariant under the Kashiwara operators and B∪0 is invariant under their residues
ei := E˜
(mod q−1L)
i , fi := F˜
(mod q−1L)
i : L/q
−1L → L/q−1L.
7(iii) For any b, b′ ∈ B, we have eib = b
′
if and only if fib
′ = b.
The set B, along with the operators ei and fi is referred to as the rystal of the
representation V . It is often depited as an edge-olored direted graph where the verties
onsist of the elements of B, and for eah i in the index set for the Chevalley generators,
the i olored edges point from b to c if and only if fi(b) = c. This rystal ontains a lot of
information about V . For instane, the onneted omponents of B naturally orrespond
to the irreduible omponents of V . Furthermore, rystal bases behave niely under tensor
produts: if (L1, B1) and (L2, B2) are rystal bases for representations V1 and V2 respetively,
then (L1 ⊗L2, B1 ×B2) is a rystal basis for V1 ⊗ V2. Furthermore, the ation of ei and fi
on the tensor produt basis an be alulated as follows:
(L1, B1) and (L2, B2) will remain rystal bases of V1 and V2 onsidered as represen-
tations of the opy of sl2 generated by Ei and Fi. We will alulate ei and fi on the tensor
produt rystal only onsidering its struture as a sl2 rystal, so it is suient to give the
denition for a tensor produt of two irreduible sl2 rystals. These onsist of nite, linear
direted graphs, where the operator fi moves one step in the diretion of the arrows and ei
moves one step against the arrows, and if you fall of the end of the graph, the element gets
sent to zero. The tensor produt of two suh rystals is given in Figure 1.1.
A highest weight element in a rystal is an element b whih is sent to zero by all the
operators ei. The rystal orresponding to the irreduible representation Vλ has a unique
highest weight element bλ. Notie that the tensor produt rule implies that all highest
element in Bλ ⊗ Bµ are of the form bλ ⊗ c for various c ∈ Bµ. This will be useful in our
attempts to generalize Henriques and Kamnitzer's rystal ommutor.
1.1.3 Shutzenberger involution and the rystal ommutor
The method desribed in Setion 1.1.1 annot be used diretly to onstrut the
rystal ommutor σHK for the ategory Cryst(g), beause Cryst(g) is not atually the
ategory of representations of a Hopf algebra. However the onstrution used by Henriques
and Kamnitzer [9℄ proeeds along muh the same lines. They established the existene (and
uniqueness) of a "Shützenberger involution" ξB : B → B, whih satises the properties
ξB(ei · b) = fθ(i) · ξB(b), ξB(fi · b) = eθ(i) · ξB(b), (1.8)
where θ is a ertain diagram automorphism. This allows them to onstrut the rystal
ommutor as follows:
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✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
❄
❄
✲ ✲ ✲
✲ ✲ ✲
✲ ✲
✲
❄
❄❄
Figure 1.1: The tensor produt B ⊗ C of two sl2 rystals. B and C are represented by the
strings on the top and the left of the diagram respetively. The underlying set of B ⊗ C
onsists of b⊗ c for all b ∈ B and c ∈ C, and is represented in the diagram by the remaining
verties. These verties are onneted with arrows whih move along the kth row from the
top, then down the kth row from the right, for all possible k.
Theorem 1.1.5 ([9℄, Theorem 6). For any two g-rystals A and B, dene the map σHKA,B :
A⊗B → B ⊗A by
σHKA,B : A⊗B → B ⊗A
a⊗ b 7→ Flip ◦ (ξA ⊗ ξB) ◦ ξA⊗B(a⊗ b).
(1.9)
Then σHKA,B is always a rystal isomorphism, and the olletion of all these isomorphisms
gives Cryst(g) the struture of a oboundary ategory.
1.1.4 The rystal ommutor as a limit of Drinfeld's oboundary struture
Our rst main theorem in Chapter 3 essentially says that Drinfeld's oboundary
struture on Rep(Uq(g)) respets rystal latties, and, in the rystal limit, one reovers
Henriques and Kamnitzer's oboundary struture on rystal bases (up to some signs whih
are explained in Setion 3.1.3). The standard braiding on the other hand does not respet
rystal latties. We feel this explains why the rystal ommutor is a oboundary struture
instead of a braiding, as one might have naively expeted. We make this more preise is
Setion 3.1.3.
Theorem 1.1.6. (see [15℄) Let (B1,L1) and (B2,L2) be rystal bases for V and W respe-
tively. Then
(i) σD(L1 ⊗ L2) = L2 ⊗ L1.
9(ii) For any b ∈ B1 and c ∈ B1, σ
D(b1 ⊗ b2) = ±b2 ⊗ b1.
We prove Theorem 1.1.6 by showing that the element Y from Theorem 1.1.4 pre-
serves the rystal lattie L, and ats on the rystal basis B as Shutzenberger involution,
up to some signs.
1.1.5 A onjetural oboundary struture on rystals
In [16℄ (joint work with Joel Kamnitzer) we show that the rystal ommutor admits
an alternative denition using Kashiwara's involution. This denition has the advantage that
it makes sense even when g is not of nite type. Unfortunately, we do not know a proof that
the rystal ommutor will satisfy the onditions of a oboundary struture when g is not of
nite type.
Our denition makes use of Kashiwara's ∗ involution, whih is dened on Uq(g),
and also on the "Verma rystal" B∞. On Uq(g), this is dened on generators by
∗Ei = Ei
∗Fi = Fi
∗Ki = K
−1
i .
(1.10)
One an easily hek that ∗ is an algebra anti-automorphism, and that it is also a oalgebra
automorphism.
The Verma rystal B∞ is dened as follows: One an see that if λ−µ is a dominant
integral weight, then there is an embedding of the rystal Bµ into the rystal Bλ whih is
equivariant with respet to the operators ei, and whih takes the highest weight vetor to the
highest weight vetor. These embedding turn irreduible g rystals into a direted system,
and the limit of this system is B∞.
Alternatively one an dened B∞ diretly. There are analogues of the Kashiwara
operators E˜i and F˜i dened on U
−
q (g). Let U
−
q (g) be the sub-algebra of Uq(g) generated by
all Fi, and let L∞ be the A∞-lattie generated by all produts F˜in · · · F˜i1 . Then one an
dene B∞ to be the set onsisting of all images of produts F˜in · · · F˜i1 in L∞/q
−1L∞.
It was shown in [19, Theorem 4℄ that these two denitions of B∞ give the same
rystal. However, some struture is visible in the seond denition whih is not in the rst.
Namely, ∗ involution naturally ats on B∞ aording to the seond denition. This ation
has the following property, whih is essentially [19, Prop 8.2℄:
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Theorem 1.1.7. (Kashiwara) Let c ∈ Vµ ⊂ B∞. Then bλ⊗ c is a highest weight element of
Bλ⊗Bµ if and only if ∗c ∈ Bλ, where we identify Bλ and Bµ with their images in B∞.
Notie that in order to dene a rystal isomorphism from Bλ ⊗Bµ to Bµ ⊗Bλ, it
is suient to speify the image of eah highest weight element. By the tensor produt rule
for rystals (see Setion 1.1.2 or 2.4), the highest weight vetors of Bλ ⊗ Bµ are all of the
form bλ⊗c for various c ∈ Bµ. In light of Theorem 1.1.7, we an dene suh an isomorphism
as follows:
Denition 1.1.8. For eah pair of irreduible g rystals, dene the rystal isomorphism
σKTVλ,Vµ to take eah highest weight element bλ⊗ c to bµ⊗∗c, where again we identify Bλ and
Bµ with their images in B∞. Extend this by naturality to get a rystal isomorphism σ
KT
B,C
for any g-rystals B and C.
The following is the seond main theorem in Chapter 3:
Theorem 1.1.9. If g is of nite type, then σHK = σKT .
Sine σHK is a oboundary struture we see that, if g is of nite type, σKT is as
well. We have not used anything spei to nite type algebras in dening σKT , so it seems
natural to hope this remains a oboundary struture in other ases. Thus we onjeture:
Conjeture 1.1.10. For any symmetrizable Ka-Moody algebra g, σKT , as dened above,
is a oboundary struture on Cryst(g).2
1.1.6 An alternate onstrution of the braiding
One soure of diulty in onstruting a oboundary struture on Cryst(g) when g
is not of nite type is that Theorems 1.1.3 and 1.1.4 do not make sense. The endomorphisms
X and Y used in these theorems take the highest weight spae of an irreduible representation
to the lowest weight spae, and hene are not well dened unless g is of nite type. We will
now give an analogue of Theorem 1.1.3 that is valid in all ases. We feel this is signiant
progress toward proving Conjeture 1.1.10, although it also raises some new diulties.
As in Setion 1.1.1, the data we need to onstrut a system of isomorphisms from
V ⊗W to W ⊗ V is an algebra automorphism CΘ of Uq(g) whih is also a oalgebra anti-
automorphism, along with a orresponding system of automorphisms ΘV of eah represen-
tation. We now require that these make sense for any symmetrizable Ka-Moody algebra.
2
This has reently been proven by Savage [31, Theorem 6.4℄
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There is a CΘ with the right properties, although it is not linear over the base eld C(q),
but is instead bar-linear (i.e. is ompatible with the automorphism of C(q) whih inverts q):
CΘ(Ei) = K
−1
i Ei
CΘ(Fi) = FiKi
CΘ(Ki) = K
−1
i
CΘ(q) = q
−1.
(1.11)
The fat that this involution is bar-linear instead of linear makes it somewhat more diult
to dene the neessary endomorphisms ΘVλ of the irreduible representations Vλ. In fat,
we need to work not in the ategory of representations itself, but instead in the ategory of
representations with a hosen basis for the highest weight spae of eah isotypi omponent
(for Vλ that just means hoosing a highest weight vetor vλ). Given a pair (Vλ, vλ), one xes
Θ(Vλ,vλ) by insisting that it send vλ to q
(−λ,λ)/2+(λ,ρ)vλ, and that it be ompatible with Θ.
One also needs to dene a tensor produt on this new ategory. That is, one must
deide on a way to hoose a basis for the highest weight spae of eah isotypi omponent
of Vλ ⊗ Vµ, depending on the hosen highest weight vetors vλ ∈ Vλ and vµ ∈ Vµ. This an
be done in several ways. One suh a tensor produt is hosen, one an dene
σΘV,W := Flip ◦ΘV ⊗ΘW ◦Θ
−1
V⊗W . (1.12)
It follows as in Setion 1.1.1 that σΘV,W will be an isomorphism of representations.
With the tensor produt we use one an show that it will not depend on the hosen bases for
the highest weight spaes of V and W , so it is well dened in the ategory of representations
itself, without hosen highest weight vetors. The following is the third main theorem in
Chapter 3.
Theorem 1.1.11. With the appropriate hoie of normalization and tensor produt, σΘ an
be made to agree with either the standard braiding or Drinfeld's oboundary struture.
We hope that Theorem 1.1.11 will lead to a new proof of Conjeture 1.1.10.
1.2 Introdution to Chapter 4
The results in this hapter were motivated by the Hayashi realization for rystals
of level one ŝln representations, originally developed by Misra and Miwa [28℄ using work of
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Hayashi [8℄ (see also [2℄, Chapter 10). In that realization, the underlying set of the rystal
onsists of partitions, and the operators fi at by adding a box to the assoiated Young
diagram. We wondered if there was a similar realization for representations of arbitrary
level ℓ, where the operators fi would at by adding an ℓ-ribbon (see Setion 2.6). It turns
out that there is. To prove that our onstrution works, we need a seond model, whih is
based on the abaus used by James and Kerber ([11℄, Chapter 2.7). The abaus model is
reminisent of a "Dira sea," and we think it is interesting in its own right.
The rystals one obtains from the abaus model are not irreduible. However, one
an pik out a "highest" irreduible sub-rystal, so we do have a model for the rystal of
any irreduible integrable highest weight representation of ŝln. In nding this irreduible
subrystal, one is led to onsider another subrystal whih is reduible. This turns out to
allow a dierent ombinatorial model, based on the ylindri plane partitions studied by
Borodin [4℄, and has some interesting onsequenes.
1.2.1 The partition and abaus models
In our rst model, the underlying set of the rystal onsists of partitions. The
rystal operators fi and ei at by adding and removing ℓ-ribbons, where ℓ is the level of
the rystal. These are desribed in Figure 1.2. In setion 4.1.3, we prove that these rules
dene ŝln rystals, exept possible when n = 2. In that ase, although we do not show that
the whole model gives a rystal, we do prove Theorem 1.2.5, so we still have a model for all
irreduible integrable highest weight rystals.
Our seond model is based on the abaus used by James and Kerber ([11℄, Chapter
2.7). A level ℓ abaus onguration onsists of ℓ strands of beads, with the possible positions
of beads labeled by Z + 1/2, suh that all but nitely many positions labeled by negative
half integers of oupied, and all but nitely many position labeled by positive half integers
are unoupied. We olor the abaus with n olors, and dene operators ei and fi depending
on the oloring, as shown in Figure 1.3. The set of all abaus ongurations beomes an ŝln
rystal, at least when n > 2. See Setion 4.1.2 for more details. As explained by James and
Kerber [11℄, there is a natural way to assoiate an abaus onguration to a given partitions,
so these two models are losely related.
The rystals one obtains from either of these models are reduible. However, using
the abaus model, one an pik out a "highest" irreduible sub-rystal. To do this, we need
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Figure 1.2: Crystal moves on a partition. This example shows the ation of f0 on a level 4
rystal for ŝl3. Color the boxes of a partition with n olors c0, c1, . . . cn−1, where all boxes
above position k on the horizontal axis are olored cs for s ≡ ⌊k/l⌋ modulo n. To at by
fi, plae a “(” above the horizontal position k if boxes in that position are olored ci, and
you an add an ℓ-ribbon (see Setion 2.6) whose rightmost box is above k. Similarly, put
a “)” above eah position k where boxes are olored ci and you an remove an ℓ-ribbon
whose rightmost box is above k. fi ats by adding an ℓ-ribbon whose rightmost box is below
the rst unaneled “(” from the left, if possible, and sending that partition to 0 if there is
no unaneled “(”. ei ats by removing an ℓ-ribbon whose rightmost box is below the rst
unaneled “)” from the right, if possible, and sending the partition to 0 otherwise.
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Figure 1.3: Crystal operators on the level 4 abaus. Beads are represented by blak irles,
and empty spaes by white irles. Color the gaps between the olumns of beads with n
olors, putting c0 at the origin, and c[i mod n] in the i
th
gap, ounting left to right. The
operators ei and fi are then alulated as follows: Put a “(” every time a bead ould move
to the right aross olor ci, and a “)” every time a bead ould move to the left aross ci.
The brakets are ordered moving up eah ci olored gap in turn from left to right. We
group all the brakets orresponding to the same gap above that gap. fi moves the bead
orresponding to the rst unaneled “(” from the left one plae forward, if possible, and
sends that element to 0 otherwise. Similarly, ei moves the bead orresponding the the rst
unaneled “)” from the right one spae bakwards, if possible, and sends the element to 0
otherwise.
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Figure 1.4: The ompatiation of the abaus onguration shown in Figure 1.3. The
onguration in Figure 1.3 has weight 13 beause you need to move a single bead one step
to the left 13 times to reah the ompatiation.
to introdue a few denitions. These are made more preise in Setion 4.1.3.
Denition 1.2.1. Let ψ be an abaus onguration. The ompatiation of ψ, denoted
ψ(0), is the onguration obtained by pushing all the (blak) beads to the left, using only
nitely many moves, and not hanging the row of any bead. For example, Figure 1.4 is the
ompatiation of the onguration in Figure 1.3.
Denition 1.2.2. The weight of an abaus onguration ψ is the total number of times
one bead needs to be pushed one step to the left before reahing the ompatiation of ψ.
Denition 1.2.3. Given a level ℓ abaus onguration ψ, put one more row at the top whih
is equal to the bottom row, but shifted n steps to the left. For eah r ∈ N, onnet the rth
bead in eah row with a line, as in Figure 1.5. The onguration ψ is alled desending if
all these lines slope only up and to the left.
Denition 1.2.4. A desending abaus onguration is alled tight if one annot "tighten"
it by shifting all the beads in one desending strand down one position, staying entirely to
the right of with the next strand. See Figure 1.5.
Our rst main result in Chapter 4 is a onstrution of the rystal assoiated to any
irreduible integrable highest weight ŝln-module, of any level ℓ > 0:
Theorem 1.2.5. The set of tight desending abaus ongurations with a xed ompat-
iation is an irreduible level ℓ rystal for ŝln. Furthermore, every irreduible integrable
highest weight ŝln rystal, of every level ℓ ≥ 1, ours in this way.
1.2.2 The ylindri plane partition model
We now have a model for the rystal of any irreduible integrable highest weight
representation of ŝln. It is also useful to onsider the larger rystal onsisting of all desending
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Figure 1.5: A desending abaus onguration. An extra row has been added at the top,
whih is the same as the bottom row but shifted n = 3 steps to the left. For every k, the
kth blak bead from the right in eah row are onneted with a line. The onguration is
desending beause all of these "desending strands" slope only up and to the left. This
abaus onguration is not tight beause eah bead on the seond strand an be shifted
down one position, and they all remain to the right of the third strand. Here the rst and
fourth strands ould also be shifted down, but the others annot. If none of the strands an
be shifted down in this way, the abaus onguration is alled tight.
abaus ongurations with a given ompatiation, but whih may not be tight. This
deomposes as a union of innitely many irreduible rystals, all of whih are isomorphi.
In fat, as disussed in Setion 4.2.5, it an be thought of as the rystal assoiated to an
irreduible representation for ĝln. It turns out that this set is naturally in bijetion with the
set of ylindri plane partitions, whih we now dene.
Denition 1.2.6. A ylindri plane partition of type (n, ℓ) is an array of non-negative
integers (πij), dened for all suiently large i, j ∈ Z, and satisfying:
(i) If πij is dened, then so is πkm whenever k ≥ i and m ≥ j.
(ii) (πij) is weakly dereasing in both i and j. Furthermore, for all i, lim
j→∞
πij = 0, and,
for all j, lim
i→∞
πij = 0.
(iii) If πij is dened, then πij = πi+ℓ,j−n.
The weight of a ylindri plane partition is the sum of the entries over one period.
The boundary of a ylindri plane partition is the data of whih πij are dened.
Cylindri plane partition an be depited by a semi-innite array of integers, as in
Figure 1.6, or via a three dimensional interpretation, as in Figure 1.7.
Theorem 1.2.7. (see Setion 4.2.1) There is a weight preserving bijetion between desend-
ing abaus ongurations with a given ompatiation ψ(0) and ylindri plane partitions
with a ertain boundary (depending on ψ(0)).
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Figure 1.6: A ylindri plane partition of type (3, 6). All empty squares are understood to
ontain 0. The entries are weakly dereasing along both sets of diagonals. Note that the
gure is periodi, with one period shown between the vertial lines.
y
z
x
Figure 1.7: The three dimensional representation of the ylindri plane partition shown in
Figure 1.6. Plae a pile of boxes at eah position, with the highest given by the entry in
that position. The boundary is depited by an innitely high "wall". Note that the gure
is periodi, with one period shown between the dark lines.
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Thus the rystal struture on the set of desending abaus ongurations transfers
to a rystal struture on the set of ylindri plane partitions. We desribe the ations of ei
and fi on ylindri plane partitions expliitly in Setion 4.2.2, although for the most part
we nd it easier to work diretly with the desending abaus ongurations. The following
follows from Theorem 1.2.7, one we have studied desending abaus ongurations in more
detail.
Theorem 1.2.8. (see Setion 4.2.4) The generating funtion for ylindri plane partitions
with a given boundary is given by the q-harater of a ertain irreduible representation of
ĝln.
The highest weight of the irreduible representation involved is easily alulated
from the boundary of the ylindri plane partitions, as we explain in Setion 4.2.4. The
generating funtion for ylindri plane partitions has previously been alulated by Borodin
[4℄. His answer looked very dierent, but we diretly show they agree.
1.2.3 Rank level duality
A ylindri plane partition of type (ℓ, n) an be read either lokwise on ounter-
lokwise (left to right or right to left in Figure 1.6). Thus Theorem 1.2.8 gives two ways to
alulate the generating funtion. In one, it is the q-harater (or prinipally graded hara-
ter) of a ertain irreduible level ℓ representation of ĝln. In the other it is the q-harater of
a ertain irreduible level n representation of ĝlℓ. Thus we reover the following rank-level
duality result, rst observed by Frenkel in [7℄. A more preise statement is given in Setion
4.2.5.
Theorem 1.2.9. (Frenkel) Let Λ be a level ℓ dominant integral weight of ĝln, and WΛ
the orresponding irreduible representation of ĝln. Then there is a orresponding level n
dominant integral weight Λ′ of ĝlℓ suh that
dimq(WΛ) = dimq(WΛ′). (1.13)
As we explain in Setion 4.2.5, Λ′ is easily alulated from Λ. Although this result is not
new, our proof is very dierent from that given by Frenkel.
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1.2.4 Notable onnetions to known models
In Setion 4.3 we relate our realization of the irreduible integrable highest weight
rystals of ŝln to the Kyoto path model developed by Kashiwara et. al. in [17℄ and [18℄
(see [10℄ for a more reent explanation). This is done by exhibiting an expliit rystal
isomorphism between the highest irreduible omponent of the abaus model and the Kyoto
path model for a partiular perfet rystal and ground state path. The "desending strands"
in our model (see Figure 1.5) orrespond to the fators in the semi-innite tensor produt
of perfet rystals used in the Kyoto path model.
We would also like to mention a 1991 paper by Jimbo, Misra, Miwa and Okado
[12℄ whih ontains some results relevant to Chapter 4. In partiular, they present a similar
realization for the rystal of any irreduible integrable highest weight representation of ŝln.
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Chapter 2
Bakground and notation
In this hapter we present an assortment results whih we will use later on. We
suggest the asual reader skip to Chapters 3 and 4, and refer to the bakground material as
needed.
2.1 Conventions
We must rst x some notation. For the most part we follow onventions from [5℄.
• g is a omplex simple Lie algebra with Cartan algebra h, and A = (aij)i,j∈I is its
Cartan matrix.
• 〈·, ·〉 denotes the paring between h and h⋆ and (·, ·) denotes the usual symmetri
bilinear form on either h or h⋆. Fix the usual bases αi for h
⋆
and Hi for h, and reall that
〈Hi, αj〉 = aij .
• di = (αi, αi)/2, so that (Hi,Hj) = d
−1
j aij . Let B denote the matrix (d
−1
j aij).
• qi = q
di
.
• ρ is the weight satisfying (αi, ρ) = di for all i.
• Hρ is the element of h suh that 〈αi,Hρ〉 = di = (αi, ρ) for all i.
• θ is the diagram automorphism suh that w0(αi) = −αθ(i), where w0 is the
longest element in the Weyl group.
• Uq(g) is the quantized universal enveloping algebra assoiated to g, generated
over C(q) by Ei, Fi for all i ∈ I, and Kw for w in the o-weight lattie of g. As usual, let
Ki = KHi . We use onventions as in [5℄. For onveniene, we reall the exat formula for
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the oprodut: 
∆Ei = Ei ⊗Ki + 1⊗ Ei
∆Fi = Fi ⊗ 1 +K
−1
i ⊗ Fi
∆Ki = Ki ⊗Ki
(2.1)
• In Chapter 3, we sometimes need to adjoin a xed kth root of unity to the base
eld C(q), whih we denote by q1/k. The integer k depends on g, and always divides twie
the dual Coxeter number.
• [n] = q
n−q−n
q−q−1
, and X(n) = X
n
[n][n−1]···[2] .
• Vλ is the irreduible representation of Uq(g) with highest weight λ.
• Bλ is a xed global basis for Vλ, in the sense of Kashiwara (see [19℄). bλ and b
low
λ
are the highest weight and lowest weight elements of Bλ respetively.
• We reserve Λ to be an integrable highest weight of ŝln.
2.2 The quantum Weyl group
Following Lusztig [27, Part VI℄ and [26, Setion 5℄, we introdue an ation of the
braid group of type g on any Vλ, whih is know as the quantum Weyl group. In order to
be preise, we rst introdue a ompletion U˜q(g) of Uq(g). We then dene the quantum
Weyl group as a subgroup of the invertible elements of U˜q(g). We will be most interested in
the ation of the braid group element Tw0 orresponding to the longest element in the Weyl
group.
2.2.1 The ompletion U˜q(g)
We will be working in the ompletion U˜q(g) of Uq(g) with respet to the weak
topology generated by all matrix elements of nite dimensional representations. This setion
inludes two equivalent expliit denitions of U˜q(g) (Denition 2.2.1 and Corollary 2.2.6),
as well as some basi results about its struture. Most importantly, we show that U˜q(g) is
isomorphi to the diret produt of the endomorphism rings of all Vλ. Thus an element of
U˜q(g) is equivalent to a hoie of x ∈ End(Vλ) for eah λ ∈ P+.
Denition 2.2.1. Let R be the ring onsisting of series
∑∞
k=1Xk, where eah Xk ∈ Uq(g)
and, for any xed λ, Xk · Vλ = 0 for all but nitely many k. Notie that there is a well
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dened ation of R on any Vλ. Let I be the two sided ideal in R onsisting of elements whih
at as zero on all Vλ. Then U˜q(g) is dened to be R/I.
Comment 2.2.2. This is equivalent to the ompletion with respet to the topology men-
tioned above, sine Uq(g) is semi simple, so the set of matrix elements of nite dimensional
representations is point-separating for Uq(g). In partiular the natural map of Uq(g) to U˜q(g)
is an embedding.
This ompletion has a simple desription as follows:
Theorem 2.2.3. U˜q(g) is isomorphi as an algebra to
∏
λ∈P+
EndC(q)(Vλ).
Before proving Theorem 2.2.3 we will need two tehnial lemmas.
Lemma 2.2.4. There is an element pλ ∈ Uq(g) suh that
(i) pλ(vλ) = vλ
(ii) For any µ 6= λ, pλ sends the µ weight spae of Vλ to 0.
(iii) pλVµ = 0 unless 〈µ− λ, ρ
∨〉 > 0 or µ = λ.
Proof. Fix a lowest weight vetor vlowλ ∈ Vλ. Vλ is a quotient of U
−
q (g) · vλ, so we an hoose
some F ∈ U−q (g) suh that Fvλ = v
low
λ . Similarly, we an hoose some E ∈ U
+
q (g) suh that
Evlowλ = vλ. Then p
′ := EF learly satises the rst two onditions.
For eah i ∈ I, let Ri = E
(〈λ,α∨i 〉)
i F
(〈λ,α∨i 〉)
i . Let
pλ =
(∏
i∈I
Ri
)
p′, (2.2)
where the produt is taken in any order. It is straightforward to see that this element
satises the desired properties.
Lemma 2.2.5. Let Iλ be the kernel of the ation of Uq(g) on Vλ. Then Uq(g)/Iλ is isomor-
phi to EndC(q)Vλ.
Proof. Let d = dim(Vλ). Using the PBW basis in the Es, there is a d dimensional subspae
F of elements in U+q (g) that at non-trivially on Vλ, and in fat suh that pλF is still d
dimensional, where pλ is as in Lemma 2.2.4. One an tensor this spae with the PBW
operators from U−q (g) to get a d
2
dimensional subspae of Uq(g) that ats non-trivially on
Vλ. The result follows.
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Proof of Theorem 2.2.3. Using Lemmas 2.2.4 and 2.2.5, we an realize any endomor-
phism of Vλ using an element of Uq(g) that kills Vµ unless 〈µ − λ, ρ
∨〉 > 0, or µ = λ. The
result follows.
We inlude the following result to show how our denition of U˜q(g) relates to other
ompletions that appear in the literature. This ould also be taken as the denition of U˜q(g).
Corollary 2.2.6. Let eah λ ∈ P+, let Iλ be the two sided ideal of Uq(g) generated by all
E
〈λ,α∨i 〉
i and F
〈λ,α∨i 〉
i . Let U
′′
q (g) = lim←
Uq(g)/Iλ, using the partial order on weights where
µ ≤ λ if and only if λ−µ ∈ P+. U
′′
q (g) ats in a well dened way on any nite dimensional
module, so there is a map U ′′q (g)→ U˜q(g). This is an isomorphism.
Proof. The same argument as we used to prove Theorem 2.2.3 shows that the image is∏
λ∈P+
End(Vλ), whih is all of U˜q(g). The map is injetive by the denition of U
′′
q (g).
It will also be nessisary for us to onsider the following ompletion of Uq(g)⊗Uq(g):
Denition 2.2.7. Let
˜Uq(g)⊗ Uq(g) be the ompletion of Uq(g)⊗ Uq(g) in the weak topol-
ogy generated all matrix elements it's ation on V ⊗W for all pairs of nite dimensional
representations V and W of Uq(g).
Comment 2.2.8. The ompletion U˜q(g) is related to the algebra U˙ from [27, Chapter 23℄
as follows. U˙ ats in a well dened way on eah irreduible representation Vλ, and no non-
zero element of U˙ ats as zero on every Vλ. Hene U˙ naturally embeds in U˜q(g). There is
a anonial basis B˙ for U˙ . All but nitely many elements of B˙ at as zero on any given
Vλ (see [27℄ Remark 25.2.4 and Setion 23.1.2), so the spae of all formal (innite) linear
ombinations of elements of B˙ also maps to U˜q(g). This map is bijetive, and so U˜q(g) is
naturally identied with the spae of all formal linear ombinations of elements of B˙.
It is lear the U˜q(g) has the struture of a ring, and that it ats in a well dened
way on nite representations. It also has a well dened topologial oalgebra struture, with
the oprodut of u dened by the ation of an element u on a tensor produt V ⊗W . This is
only a topologial oprodut beause it maps U˜q(g) into
∏
λ,µ
EndC(q)Vλ ⊗ EndC(q)Vµ, whih
an be though of as a ompletion of
∏
λ
EndC(q)Vλ ⊗
∏
µ
EndC(q)Vµ. The restrition of this
oprodut to Uq(g) agrees with the normal oprodut so, sine Uq(g) is a dense subalgebra
of U˜q(g), we see that U˜q(g) is a topologial Hopf algebra.
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We will need to onsider the group of invertible elements of U˜q(g) ating on U˜q(g)
by onjugation. This ation preserves the algebra struture of U˜q(g), but does not preserve
the oprodut.
Denition 2.2.9. Let X be an invertible element in U˜q(g). Dene CX (onjugation by X)
to be the algebra automorphism of U˜q(g) dened by u→ XuX
−1
.
Comment 2.2.10. We aution the reader that CX is not that Hopf theoreti adjoint ation
of X, as dened in, for example, [5℄.
Comment 2.2.11. For any invertible X ∈ U˜q(g), the ation of X on representations is om-
patible with the automorphism CX in the sense that, for any representation V , the following
diagram ommutes:
V XX
X // V XX
U˜q(g)
CX // U˜q(g).
(2.3)
In general, CX does not preserve the subalgebra Uq(g) of U˜q(g), although it does in all ases
we onsider here.
2.2.2 Denition of the quantum Weyl group
We rst dene the ation of the generators Ti. Our onventions are suh that Ti is
T ”i,−1 = T
′−1
i,1 in the notation from [27℄.
Denition 2.2.12. (see [27, 5.2.1℄) Ti is the element of U˜q(g) that ats on a weight vetor
v by:
Ti(v) =
∑
a, b, c ≥ 0
a− b+ c = (wt(v), αi)
(−1)bqac−bi E
(a)
i F
(b)
i E
(c)
i v. (2.4)
By [27, Theorem 39.4.3℄, these Ti generate an ation of the braid group on eah
Vλ, and thus a map from the braid group to U˜q(g). This realization of the braid group is
often referred to as the quantum Weyl group. It is related to the lassial Weyl group by
the fat that, for any weight vetor v ∈ V , wt(Ti(v)) = si(wt(v)).
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Theorem 2.2.13 (see [5, Theorem 8.1.2℄ or [27, Setion 37.1.3℄). The onjugation ation of
the braid group on U˜q(g) (see Denition 2.2.9) preserves the subalgebra Uq(g), and is dened
on generators by:
CTi(Ei) = −FiKi
CTi(Fi) = −K
−1
i Ei
CTi(KH) = Ksi(H)
CTi(Ej) =
∑−aij
r=0 (−1)
r−aijK−ri E
(−aij−r)
i EjE
(r)
i if i 6= j
CTi(Fj) =
∑−aij
r=0 (−1)
r−aijKri F
(r)
i FjF
(−aij−r)
i if i 6= j.
(2.5)
Fix some w in the Weyl group W , and a redued deomposition of w into simple
reetion w = si1 · · · sik . By [27, Setion 2.1.2℄, the element Tw ∈ U˜q(g) dened by
Tw := Ti1 · · · Tik (2.6)
is independent of the redued deomposition. Furthermore, the following holds.
Lemma 2.2.14 (see [5℄ Proposition 8.1.6). Let w ∈ W be suh that w(αi) = αj . Then
CTw(Ei) = Ej .
2.2.3 The ation of Tw0
Let w0 be the longest element of the Weyl group, and Tw0 the orresponding element
of the braid group given by Equation (2.6).
Lemma 2.2.15. The ation of CTw0 on Uq(g) is given by
CTw0 (Ei) = −Fθ(i)Kθ(i)
CTw0 (Fi) = −K
−1
θ(i)Eθ(i)
CTw0 (KH) = Kw0(H), so that CTw0 (Ki) = K
−1
θ(i)
(2.7)
Proof. Fix i. Then Tw0 an be written as Tw0 = Tθ(i)Tw for some w in the Weyl group.
By the denition of θ, CTw0 (Ei) is in the weight spae −αθ(i). It follows that CTw(Ei) is
in the weight spae αθ(i). Hene by Lemma 2.2.15, CTw(Ei) = Eθ(i). Therefore, by (2.5),
CTw0 (Ei) = −Fθ(i)Kθ(i), as required. A similar proof works for Fi. The ation on KH is
straightforward.
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Comment 2.2.16. Note that CTw0 is not a oalgebra anti-automorphism, so we annot use
Tw0 to onstrut a ommutativity onstraint in the manner of Setion 1.1.1. We will rst
need to orret Tw0. There are essentially two natural ways of doing this  one leads to the
standard braiding and the other to Drinfeld's oboundary struture.
We now understand the ation of CTw0 on Uq(g). We also need to understand how
Tw0 ats on any nite dimensional representation. By Comment 1.1.1 it is suient to know
Tw0(vλ) for eah λ ∈ P+.
Lemma 2.2.17. Let V be any representation, and v ∈ V a weight vetor suh that Ei ·v = 0.
Then Ti(v) = (−1)
nqdinF
(n)
i v, where n = 〈wt(v), α
∨
i 〉.
Proof. Fix v ∈ V with Ei(v) = 0, and let n = 〈wt(v), α
∨
i 〉. It follows from Uq(sl2) represen-
tation theory that Fn+1i (v) = 0. The lemma then follows diretly from the denition of Ti
(Denition 2.2.12).
The following an be found in [27, Lemma 39.1.2℄ realling that our Ti is equal to
T ′−1i,1 in the notation from that book, although we nd it onvenient to inlude a proof.
Proposition 2.2.18. Let w = si1 · · · siℓ be a redued word. For eah 1 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, the following
statements hold.
(i) Eik+1Tik · · ·Ti1(vλ) = 0.
(ii) Tik · · ·Ti1(vλ) = (−1)
n1+···+nkqdi1n1+···+diknkF
(nk)
ik
· · ·F
(n1)
i1
vλ,
where nj = 〈si1 · · · sij−1α
∨
ij
, λ〉.
Proof. Note that wt(Eik+1Tik · · ·Ti1(vλ)) = sik · · · si1λ+αi+1, so it sues to show that the
dimension of the sik · · · si1λ + αik+1 weight spae in Vλ is zero. The dimensions of weight
spaes are invariant under the Weyl group, so we may at by si1 · · · sik and instead show
that the λ+ si1 · · · sikαik+1 weight spae of Vλ is zero. But si1 · · · siksik+1 is a redued word
in the Weyl group, whih implies that si1 · · · sikαik+1 is a positive root. Sine λ is the highest
weight of Vλ, part (i) follows.
Part (ii) Follows by repeated use of (i) and Lemma 2.2.17.
Denition 2.2.19. Fix a highest weight vetor vλ ∈ Vλ. Dene the orresponding lowest
weight vetor vlowλ ∈ Vλ by
Tw0vλ = (−1)
〈2λ,ρ∨〉q(2λ,ρ)vlowλ . (2.8)
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By Proposition 2.2.18 part (ii), this is equivalent to dening
vlowλ = F
(nm)
im
· · ·F
(n1)
i1
vλ, (2.9)
where w0 = si1 · · · sim is any redued expression for the longest element in the Weyl group,
and nj = 〈si1 · · · sij−1α
∨
ij
, λ〉.
Comment 2.2.20. It follows from Proposition 2.5.3 below that vλ and v
low
λ are also related
by
Tw0v
low
λ = vλ. (2.10)
This is a simpler statement that Equation (2.8), although is somewhat more diult to prove
diretly.
2.3 Braided ategories, oboundary ategories and R-matries
We briey review the denitions of braided and oboundary ategories, and how
Rep(Uq(g)) an be given suh strutures.
Denition 2.3.1. Let C be a monoidal ategory with a natural system of isomorphisms
σ = {σA,B : A⊗B → B ⊗A} for all A,B ∈ C.
(i) We say σ squares to one if for all A and B, σA,B ◦ σB,A is the identity.
(ii) We say σ satises the hexagon axiom if for all A,B,C ∈ C, the following diagrams
ommute
A⊗B ⊗ C
Id⊗σB,C **
σA⊗B,C // C ⊗A⊗B
A⊗ C ⊗B
σA,C⊗Id
44
A⊗B ⊗ C
σA,B⊗Id **
σA,B⊗C // B ⊗ C ⊗A
B ⊗A⊗ C
Id⊗σA,C
44
Note: These diagrams would be hexagons if we inluded the assoiator maps.
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(iii) We say σ satises the leaf axiom if for all A,B,C ∈ C the following diagram om-
mutes:
A⊗B ⊗ C
σA,B⊗C
Id⊗σB,C // A⊗ C ⊗B
σA,C⊗B
B ⊗ C ⊗A
σB,C⊗Id // C ⊗B ⊗A.
Denition 2.3.2. A symmetri monoidal ategory is a pair (C, σ), where C is a
monoidal ategory and σ = {σA,B : A,B ∈ C} satises Denition 2.3.1 parts (i) and (ii).
Denition 2.3.3. A braided monoidal ategory is a pair (C, σ), where C is a monoidal
ategory and σ = {σA,B : A,B ∈ C} satises Denition 2.3.1 part (ii).
Denition 2.3.4. A oboundary monoidal ategory is a pair (C, σ), where C is a
monoidal ategory and σ = {σA,B : A,B ∈ C} satises Denition 2.3.1 parts (i) and (iii).
Comment 2.3.5. Denition 2.3.1 Part (iii) follows from parts i and ii, so the denitions of
braided monoidal ategories and oboundary ategories are both relaxations of the onditions
for a symmetri monoidal ategory.
As we have mentioned, Rep(Uq(g)) an be given the struture of a braided monoidal
ategory. This is usually done by onstruting on element R in a ertain ompletion of
Uq(g)⊗ Uq(g), known as the universal R matrix (see for example [5℄).
Denition 2.3.6. A universal R-matrix for Uq(g) is an element R in a ompletion of
Uq(g)⊗Uq(g) whih ats in a well dened way on V ⊗W for any V and W in Rep(Uq(g)),
and suh that the system of maps σV,W := Flip ◦R : V ⊗W →W ⊗ V gives Rep(Uq(g)) the
struture of a braided monoidal ategory.
The universal R matrix is not truly unique. However, it exists, and there is a well
studied standard hoie.
In [6, Setion 3℄, Drinfeld presents a way to modify σbr to give Rep(Uq(g)) the
struture of a oboundary ategory. We now review the onstrution of this "unitarized"
system of isomorphisms, whih we denote σD.
Consider the "ribbon element" Q. This belongs to a ertain ompletion of Uq(g),
and is uniquely determined by the fat that it ats on eah irreduible representation Vλ as
multipliation by q(λ,λ+2ρ) (see for example [3℄). The following is well known.
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Proposition 2.3.7. For and V,W ∈ Rep(Uq(g)),
σbrW,V ◦ σ
br
V,W = (Q
−1 ⊗Q−1)∆(Q), (2.11)
where ∆(Q) denotes the ation of Q on V ⊗W .
The element Q is entral, and Q admits a entral square root, denoted by Q1/2,
whih ats on Vλ as multipliation by the onstant q
(λ,λ)/2+(λ,ρ)
.
Denition 2.3.8. σD = {σDV,W } where
σDV,W = σ
br(Q1/2 ⊗Q1/2)∆(Q−1/2). (2.12)
It was shown by Drinfeld in [6, Setion 3℄ that (Rep(Uq(g)), σ
D) is a oboundary
ategory. Atually, Drinfeld denes σD using the unitarized R-matrix
R¯ = R(Q1/2 ⊗Q1/2)∆(Q−1/2) = (Q1/2 ⊗Q1/2)R∆(Q−1/2), (2.13)
so that σD = swap ◦ R¯.
2.4 Crystals and rystal bases
In this setion, we introdue rystal bases and abstrat rystals, and disuss their
struture. We refer the reader to [19℄ for a more detailed overview of these topis. We will
also use some results from [5℄. Unfortunately, the onventions in [5℄ and [19℄ do not agree.
Thus, in order that our onventions remain onsistent, we have been fored to modify ertain
statements from [19℄. In partiular, we use rystal basis at q =∞ rather then at q = 0.
2.4.1 Crystal bases
Denition 2.4.1. Let A∞ = C[q]∞ be the algebra of rational funtions in one variable q
over C whose denominators are not divisible by q.
Denition 2.4.2. Fix a nite dimensional representation V of g, and i ∈ I. Dene the
Kashiwara operators F˜i, E˜i : V → V by linearly extending the following denitionF˜i(F
(n)
i (v)) = F
(n+1)
i (v)
E˜i(F
(n)
i (v)) = F
(n−1)
i (v).
(2.14)
for all v ∈ V suh that Ei(v) = 0.
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Comment 2.4.3. It follows from the representation theory of sl2 that F˜i and E˜i an also
be dened by linearly extendingE˜i(E
(n)
i (v)) = E
(n+1)
i (v)
F˜i(E
(n)
i (v)) = E
(n−1)
i (v).
(2.15)
for all v ∈ V suh that Fi(v) = 0. Thus the operators are symmetri under interhanging
the roles of Ei and Fi, even if the denition does not appear to be.
Denition 2.4.4. A rystal basis of a representation V is a pair (L, B), where L is an
A∞-lattie of V and B is a basis for L/q
−1L, suh that
(i) L and B are ompatible with the weight deomposition of V .
(ii) L is invariant under the Kashiwara operators and B∪0 is invariant under their residues
ei := E˜
(mod q−1L)
i , fi := F˜
(mod q−1L)
i : L/q
−1L → L/q−1L.
(iii) For any b, b′ ∈ B, we have eib = b
′
if and only if fib
′ = b.
The following three theorems of Kashiwara are ruial to us.
Theorem 2.4.5 ([19℄, Theorem 1). Let V,W be representations with rystal bases (L, A)
and (M, B) respetively. Then (L ⊗M, A⊗B) is a rystal basis of V ⊗W .
Theorem 2.4.6 ([19℄, Theorem 2). Let Lλ be the A0 module generated by the F˜i ating on
vλ and let Bλ be the set of non-zero vetors in Lλ/q
−1Lλ obtained by ating on vλ with any
sequene of F˜i. Then (Lλ, Bλ) is a rystal basis for Vλ.
Theorem 2.4.6 gives a hoie of rystal basis for any Vλ, unique up to an overall
salar. The following result shows that these are all the rystal basis, and furthermore that
any rystal basis of a reduible representation V is a diret sum of suh bases.
Theorem 2.4.7 ([19℄, Theorem 3). Let V be a representation of Uq(g) and let (L, B) be a
rystal basis for V . Then there exists an isomorphism of Uq(g) representations V ∼= ⊕jVλj
whih takes (L, B) to (⊕jLλj ,∪jBλj ).
2.4.2 Abstrat rystals and tensor produts
So far we have been onsidering rystal bases. It will also be important for us to
onsider (abstrat) rystals.
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Denition 2.4.8. An (abstrat) rystal is a nite set B along with operators ei, fi : B →
B ∪ {0} and wt : B → P whih obey ertain axioms (see [9℄).
Every rystal basis (L, B) gives an abstrat rystal. Namely, we hoose B to be
the underlying set and dene ei := E˜
(mod q−1L)
i , fi := F˜
(mod q−1L)
i : B → B. The weight map
is dened using the deomposition of the rystal basis into weight spaes. A rystal an be
represented by a olored direted graph, where the verties onsist of the elements in B, and
there is an i-olored edge from b to b′ if and only if fi(b) = b
′
.
Comment 2.4.9. From now on we will reserve the word rystal to mean an abstrat rystal
whih arises from a rystal basis as desribed above.
The tensor produt rule for g modules leads to a tensor produt rule for rystals,
whih we will now review. We then present an equivalent denition of the tensor produt
rule using strings of brakets. This ts more losely with our later denitions, and also helps
explain why many realizations of rystals (for example, the realization of sln rystals using
Young tableaux) make use of brakets.
We start by dening three elements in the root lattie of g assoiated to eah
element b ∈ B. Let g be a symmetrizable Ka-Moody algebra, with simple roots indexed
by I. Let B the rystal of an integrable representation V of g. For eah b ∈ B and i ∈ I,
dene:
εi(b) := max{m : e
m
i (b) 6= 0} (2.16)
ϕi(b) := max{m : f
m
i (b) 6= 0}. (2.17)
These are always nite beause V is integrable.
Denition 2.4.10. Let Λi be the fundamental weight assoiated to i ∈ I. For eah b ∈ B,
dene three elements in the weight lattie of g by:
(i) ϕ(b) :=
∑
i∈I
ϕi(b)Λi
(ii) ε(b) :=
∑
i∈I
εi(b)Λi
(iii) wt(b) := ϕ(b) − ε(b).
Comment 2.4.11. It turns out that wt(b) will always be equal to the weight of the orre-
sponding anonial basis element v(b) (see for example [10℄).
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We now give the tensor produt rule for rystals, using onventions from [10℄. If
A and B are two rystals, the tensor produt A ⊗ B is the rystal whose underlying set is
{a⊗ b : a ∈ A, b ∈ B}, with operators ei and fi dened by:
ei(a⊗ b) =
ei(a)⊗ b, if ϕi(a) ≥ εi(b)a⊗ ei(b), otherwise (2.18)
fi(a⊗ b) =
fi(a)⊗ b, if ϕi(a) > εi(b)a⊗ fi(b), otherwise. (2.19)
This an be reworded as follows. In this form it is known as the signature rule:
Lemma 2.4.12. For b ∈ B, let Si(b) be the string of brakets ) · · · )(· · · (, where the number
of “)” is εi(b) and the number of “(” is ϕi(b). Then the ations of ei and fi on A⊗ B an
be alulated as follows:
ei(a⊗b)=

a⊗ ei(b) 6= 0 if the rst unaneled “)” from the right in Si(a)Si(b) is in Si(b)
ei(a)⊗ b 6= 0 if the rst unaneled “)” from the right in Si(a)Si(b) is in Si(b)
0 if there is no unaneled “)” in Si(a)Si(b)
(2.20)
fi(a⊗b)=

fi(a)⊗ b 6= 0 if the rst unaneled “(” from the left in Si(a)Si(b) is in Si(a)
a⊗ fi(b) 6= 0 if the rst unaneled “(” from the left in Si(a)Si(b) is in Si(b)
0 if there is no unaneled “(” in Si(a)Si(b)
(2.21)
Proof. This formula for alulating ei and fi follows immediately from Equations (2.18) and
(2.19). To see that ei(a ⊗ b) 6= 0 if there are any unaneled “)”, notie that in this ase
you always at on a fator that ontributes at least one “)”, and hene has ǫi > 0. By the
denition of ǫi, ei does not send this element to 0. The proof for fi is similar.
The advantage of Lemma 2.4.12 over equations (2.18) and (2.19) is that we an
easily understand the ations of ei and fi on the tensor produt of several rystals:
Corollary 2.4.13. Let B1, . . . , Bk be rystals of integrable representations of g. Let b1 ⊗
· · · ⊗ bk ∈ B1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Bk. For eah 1 ≤ j ≤ k, let Si(bj) be the string of brakets ) · · · )(· · · (,
where the number of “)” is εi(bj) and the number of “(” is ϕi(bj). Then:
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(i) ei(b1⊗· · ·⊗bk) =

b1 ⊗ · · · ei(bj) · · · ⊗ bk 6= 0
if the rst unaneled “)” from the
right in Si(b1) · · · Si(bk) is in Si(bj)
0 if there is no unaneled “)”.
(ii) fi(b1⊗· · ·⊗bk) =

b1 ⊗ · · · fi(bj) · · · ⊗ bk 6= 0
if the rst unaneled “(” from the
left in Si(b1) · · · Si(bk) is in Si(bj)
0 if there is no unaneled “(”.
(iii) εi(b1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bk) is the number of unaneled “)” in Si(b1) · · · Si(bk).
(iv) ϕi(b1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bk) is the number of unaneled “(” in Si(b1) · · · Si(bk).
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) follow by iterating Lemma 2.4.12. To see part (iii), notie that, if
the rst unaneled “)” is in Si(bj), then εi(bj) ≥ 1 and ei ats on bj . Hene ei hanges
Si(bj) by reduing the number of “)” by one, and inreasing the number of “(” by one.
The only aet on Si(b1) · · ·Si(bk) is that the rst unaneled “)” is hanged to “(”. This
redues the number of unaneled “)” by one. ei will send the element to 0 exatly when
there are no unaneled “)” left. Hene part (iii) follows by the denition of εi. Part (iv) is
similar.
2.5 Commutors
We review the rystal ommutor, as dened by Henriques and Kamnitzer. We then
review a related oboundary struture on Uq(g) representations, and disuss how the rystal
ommutor arises as a ombinatorial limit of this onstrution.
2.5.1 The rystal ommutor
In [9℄, Henriques and Kamnitzer established the existene (and uniqueness) of a
Shützenberger involution ξB : B → B on rystals assoiated to representations of Uq(g).
This satises the properties
ξB(ei · b) = fθ(i) · ξB(b), ξB(fi · b) = eθ(i) · ξB(b), wt(ξB(b)) = w0 · wt(b). (2.22)
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Following a suggestion of A. Berenstein, the Shützenberger involution was used in
[9℄ to dene the ommutor for rystals by the formula
σHKA,B : A⊗B → B ⊗A
a⊗ b 7→ ξA⊗B(ξB(b)⊗ ξA(a)) = Flip ◦ (ξA ⊗ ξB)(ξA⊗B(a⊗ b)).
(2.23)
The seond expression here is just the inverse of the rst expression, and the equality is
proved in [9℄.
Theorem 2.5.1 ([9℄, Theorem 6). g-Crystals, with the above tensor produt rule and om-
mutor, forms a oboundary ategory.
2.5.2 Lifting the rystal ommutor to representations
In the previous setion we desribed Shützenberger involution ξ as an involution
on the rystal assoiated to a representation V of Uq(g), and how ξ is used to dene the
rystal ommutor σHK . We now desribe (following [9℄) how to modify this onstrution
to obtain an involution of the atual representation V , and hene a ommutor for Uq(g)
representations.
There is a one dimensional family of maps Vλ → Vλ whih exhange the ations of
Ei, Fi with Fθ(i), Eθ(i). Dene ξVλ to be the unique suh map whih takes the highest weight
basis vetor vλ to the lowest weight vetor v
low
λ (see Denition 2.2.19).
Hene we have onstruted an element ξ ∈ U˜q(g) suh that onjugation by ξ is
given by 
Cξ(Ei) = Fθ(i)
Cξ(Fi) = Eθ(i)
Cξ(KH) = Kw0·H
(2.24)
We an now dene a ommutor for the ategory of Uq(g) representations. For any
representations V and W of Uq(g), dene a map from V ⊗W to W ⊗ V by
σξV,W := ξW⊗V ◦ (ξW ⊗ ξV ) ◦ Flip = Flip ◦ ξV ⊗ ξW ◦ ξV⊗W . (2.25)
Note that ξ is a oalgebra anti-automorphism, so, as in Setion 1.1.1, σξ is an isomorphism
of Uq(g) modules. Henriques and Kamnitzer [9℄ show σ
ξ
gives Rep(Uq(g) the struture of a
oboundary monoidal ategory (see Denition 2.3.4). They also note that this oboundary
struture is not unique. In Setion 3.1, we will show that Drinfeld's oboundary struture
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σD an be obtained as a slight modiation of σξ, thus relating the two ways of putting
oboundary strutures on the ategory of Uq(g) representations.
2.5.3 The rystal ommutor as a ombinatorial limit
We now show that Shützenberger involution on representations, as dened in Se-
tion 2.5.2, indues Shützenberger involution on rystal bases, as dened in Setion 2.5.1.
This implies that the oboundary struture σξ on Uq(g) representation indues the rystal
ommutor σHK on a tensor produt of rystal bases. We begin with the following lemmas.
Lemma 2.5.2. Fix an irreduible representation Vλ with a hosen highest weight vetor vλ.
Let vlowλ be as in Denition 2.2.19. Then, for any redued word w0 = si1 · · · sim , we have
vlowλ = F˜
nm
im
· · · F˜n1i1 vλ (2.26)
vλ = E˜
nm
θ(im)
· · · E˜n1θ(i1)v
low
λ (2.27)
where, as in Proposition 2.2.18, nj = 〈si1 · · · sij−1α
∨
ij
, λ〉.
Proof. By Proposition 2.2.18, for eah 0 ≤ k < m, we have Eik+1F
(nk)
ik
· · ·F
(n1)
i1
vλ = 0. So
Equation (2.26) follows from the denition of the Kashiwara operators (Denition 2.4.2).
Now w0 = si1 · · · sim is a redued word in W , whih implies that sθ(im) · · · sθ(i1) is
as well. Thus by Equation (2.26),
vlowλ = F˜
ℓm
θ(i1)
· · · F˜ ℓ1θ(im)vλ, (2.28)
where ℓj = 〈sθ(im) · · · sθ(im−j+2)α
∨
θ(im−j+1)
, λ〉. For all j,
si1 · · · sij−1α
∨
ij = w0w0si1 · · · sij−1α
∨
ij (2.29)
= −w0sθ(i1) · · · sθ(ij−1)α
∨
θ(ij )
(2.30)
= −sθ(im) · · · sθ(i1)sθ(i1) · · · sθ(ij−1)α
∨
θ(ij)
(2.31)
= −sθ(im) · · · sθ(ij)α
∨
θ(ij)
(2.32)
= sθ(im) · · · sθ(ij+1)α
∨
θ(ij)
. (2.33)
Here (2.29) follows beause w0 is an involution, and (2.30) follows beause for all i ∈ I,
w0(αi) = −αθ(i) and w0siw
−1
0 = sθ(i). Thus nj = ℓm−j+1 so, by Equation (2.28),
vlowλ = F˜
n1
θ(i1)
· · · F˜nmθ(im)vλ. (2.34)
By Denition 2.4.2, this is equivalent to Equation (2.27).
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The following follows from [26, Theorem 3.3 (b)℄, although we provide a proof.
Proposition 2.5.3. The ation of the element ξVλ dened in Setion 2.5.2 is an involution.
In partiular
ξVλ(v
low
λ ) = vλ. (2.35)
Proof. Reall that ξVλ interhanges the ation of Ei and Fi. By Comment 2.4.3, ξVλ also
interhanges the ation of E˜i and F˜i. Thus, applying ξVλ to both sides of Equation (2.26),
ξ(vlowλ ) = E˜
nm
θ(im)
· · · E˜n1θ(i1)v
low
λ . (2.36)
The result then follows by Equation (2.27).
We an now desribe how ξV ats on a rystal basis:
Theorem 2.5.4. Let (L, B) be a rystal basis for a representation V . Then the following
holds.
(i) ξV (L) = L.
(ii) By (i), ξV gives rise to a map between ξ
(mod q−1L)
V : L/q
−1L → L/q−1L. For eah
b ∈ B, we have
ξ
(mod q−1L)
V (b) = ξB(b). (2.37)
Proof. First, we note that it is suient to prove the theorem in the ase that (L, B) =
(Lλ, Bλ). The general ase of the theorem then follows from an appliation of Theorem
2.4.7.
So assume that V = Vλ,L = Lλ, B = Bλ. Note that ξVλ exhanges the ation of Ei
and Fθ(i) and hene, by Comment 2.4.3, interhanges the ations of E˜i and F˜θ(i). Sine L is
generated by F˜i ating on vλ, we see that ξVλ(L) is generated by E˜i ating on ξVλ(vλ) = v
low
λ .
Lemma 2.5.2 shows that vlowλ ∈ L so, sine L is invariant under the ation of the E˜i, we
onlude that ξVλ(L) ⊂ L. By Proposition 2.5.3, ξ
2
Vλ
is the identity, so in fat we must have
ξVλ(L) = L.
For part (ii), note that vlowλ is obtained by ating on vλ with the F˜i. Hene its
redution modq−1L must lie in B, and in fat must by the lowest weight element in B. The
result follows beause Cξ ats on the set of Kashiwara operators aording to Fi ↔ Eθ(i).
The following establishes the onnetion between σξ and σHK :
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Corollary 2.5.5. Let (L1, B1) and (L1, B2) be rystal bases for two representations V and
W . Then the following holds.
(i) σξV,W (L1 ⊗ L2) = L2 ⊗ L1.
(ii) By (i), σξV,W gives rise to a map between σ
ξ (mod q−1L)
V,W : L/q
−1L → L/q−1L. For
eah b1 ⊗ b2 ∈ B1 ⊗B2, we have
σ
ξ (mod q−1L)
V,W (b1 ⊗ b2) = ξ
HK
B1,B2(b1 ⊗ b2). (2.38)
Proof. Follows from Theorem 2.5.4 and denitions.
Comment 2.5.6. There is an even stronger onnetion between ξVλ and the anonial (or
global) basis Bcλ for Vλ: It follows from [27, Chapter 21℄ that ξVλ is the linear extension of
the set map ξλ : B
c
λ → B
c
λ. However, beause this fat does not hold for tensor produts of
anonial bases, it will not be useful for us. That is why we state the weaker fat above whih
holds for all rystal bases.
2.6 The abaus
Here we explain the abaus used by James and Kerber in [11℄. We start by dening
a bijetion between partitions and rows of beads. This is essentially the orrespondene
between partitions and semi-innite wedge produts (see for example [13, Chapter 14℄); the
positions of the beads orrespond to the fators in the wedge produt. As in [11℄, this one
row is transformed into several parallel rows of beads on an abaus.
We use the "Russian" diagram of a partition, shown in Figure 2.1. Plae a bead
on the horizontal axis under eah down-sloping segment on the edge of the diagram. The
orresponding row of beads uniquely denes the partition. Label the horizontal axis so the
orners of all boxes are integers, with the vertex at 0. For a partition λ = (λ1, λ2, . . .), where
we dene λi = 0 for large i, the positions of the beads will be λi − i + 1/2. The empty
partition orresponds to having beads at all negative positions in Z+ 1/2, and none of the
positive positions. Adding a box to the partition orresponds to moving a bead one step to
the right.
Reall that a ribbon (or rim-hook) is a skew partition λ\µ whose diagram is on-
neted and has at most one box above eah position on the horizontal axis (i.e. it is a strip
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Figure 2.1: Partitions and bead strings. This gure shows the bead
string orresponding to the partition (12,11,10,9,7,5,3,3,3,1). We x the
origin to be the vertex of the partition, so the beads are in positions
. . . ,−12.5,−11.5,−10.5,−8.5,−5.5,−4.5,−3.5,−0.5, 2.5, 5.5, 7.5, 9.5, 11.5.
one box wide). Adding an ℓ-ribbon (that is, a ribbon with ℓ boxes) to a partition λ moves
one bead exatly ℓ steps to the right in the orresponding row of beads, possibly jumping
over other beads. See Figure 2.2.
It is often onvenient to work with just the "bead" piture. In order to avoid
onfusion, we denote the empty spaes by white beads, and indiate the position of the
origin by a line. The example shown in Figure 2.1 beomes:
. . . . . .✈ ✈ ✈ ✈ ❢ ✈ ❢ ❢ ✈ ✈ ✈ ❢ ❢ ✈ ❢ ❢ ✈ ❢ ❢ ✈ ❢ ✈ ❢ ✈ ❢ ✈ ❢ ❢
We then put the beads into groups of ℓ starting at the origin, as shown below for ℓ = 4:
. . . . . .✈ ✈
()
✈ ✈ ❢ ✈
()
❢ ❢ ✈ ✈
()
✈ ❢ ❢ ✈
()
❢ ❢ ✈ ❢
()
❢ ✈ ❢ ✈
()
❢ ✈ ❢ ✈
()
❢ ❢
Rotating eah group 90 degrees ounterlokwise, and ompressing, we get ℓ rows:
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
❢
✈
✈
✈
✈
❢
❢
✈
❢
❢
✈
❢
✈
❢
❢
✈
❢
✈
❢
✈
❢
✈
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
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Figure 2.2: Adding a 4-ribbon to a partition orresponds to moving one bead forward 4
positions, possibly jumping over some beads in between. In this example, the bead that was
at position −0.5 is moved forward four plaes to position 3.5. The diagram has hanged
above positions 0.5, 1.5 and 2.5, but adding the ribbon won't hange the slope of the diagram
there, so the beads stay in the same plae.
We will all this the level ℓ abaus (in this example ℓ = 4). Adding an ℓ-ribbon now
orresponds to moving one bead forward one position, staying on the same row. For instane,
adding the ribbon as in Figure 2.2 orresponds to moving the third blak bead from the right
on the top row, whih gives:
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
❢
✈
✈
✈
✈
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
✈
✈
✈
❢
❢
✈
❢
✈
❢
✈
❢
✈
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
❢
As explained in ([11℄ Chapter 2.7), this model immediately gives some interesting
information about the partition: The ℓ rows an be interpreted as ℓ partitions, using the
orrespondene between partitions and rows of beads (shifting the origin if neessary). This
is known as the ℓ-quotient of λ. We an also onsider the partition obtained by pushing the
beads on eah row as far to the left as they will go, but not hanging rows (and only doing
nitely many moves). This is the ℓ-ore.
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Chapter 3
The rystal ommutor and related
onstrutions
This Chapter ontains several results related to the rystal ommutor. Setions
3.1 and 3.2 are based on joint work with Joel Kamnitzer ([15℄ and [16℄). Setion 3.3 is
partly based on [33℄, although the onstrution given here is somewhat dierent and works
in greater generality.
3.1 The rystal ommutor and Drinfeld's unitarized R-matrix
Let A and B be the rystals of two representations of a simple omplex Lie algebra
g. Using the Shützenberger involution, Henriques and Kamnitzer [9℄ dened a natural
isomorphism A⊗ B → B ⊗ A, whih they all the rystal ommutor. This gives g-rystals
the struture of a oboundary ategory.
By an analogous onstrution, Henriques and Kamnitzer also dened a ommutor
σξV,W : V ⊗W → W ⊗ V , where V and W are nite dimensional representations of Uq(g).
There is some hoie in lifting the Shützenberger involution to representations, so the
ommutor here is not unique.
There is a more standard isomorphism from V ⊗W to W ⊗V , alled the braiding.
This is dened by v⊗w 7→ Flip◦R(v⊗w), where R is the universal Rmatrix. In [6, Setion 3℄,
Drinfeld introdued a "unitarized" R matrix R¯. He showed that the map V ⊗W → W ⊗ V
given by v ⊗ w 7→ Flip ◦ R¯(v ⊗ w) is a oboundary struture on the ategory of Uq(g)
representations.
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The rst purpose of this setion is to relate these two ways of putting a oboundary
struture on the ategory of Uq(g) representations, thus answering a question from [9℄. We
then show that, for any two rystal bases, Drinfeld's ommutor preserves the assoiated
latties and ats by the rystal ommutor on the bases (up to some negative signs). Thus
the rystal ommutor is essentially a ombinatorial limit of Drinfeld's ommutor for repre-
sentations. We feel this explains why the rystal ommutor is a oboundary struture, and
not a braiding, as one might naively expet.
3.1.1 Realizing R¯ in the form (Y −1 ⊗ Y −1)∆Y .
We will onstrut the unitarized Rmatrix in the desired form by modifying a similar
result for the standard R matrix, due to Kirillov-Reshetikhin and Levendorskii-Soibelman.
Their result is stated as an expression in the h-adi ompletion of Uh(g)⊗ Uh(g), although
it in fat does give a well dened ation on V ⊗W for any representations V and W of
Uq(g), so is well dened in ˜Uq(g)⊗ Uq(g) (see Denition 2.2.7). In order to use Theorem
3.1.1, for this setion only, we will write some expressions in the h-adi ompletions of Uh(g)
and Uh(g) ⊗ Uh(g), and simply note that all the ones we use are well dened in U˜q(g) and
˜Uq(g)⊗ Uq(g) as well. Translating the onventions in [23℄ and [24℄ into ours, we obtain the
following result.
Theorem 3.1.1 ([23, Theorem 3℄, [24, Theorem 1℄). With notation as in Setion 2.1, the
standard R-matrix for Uh(g) an be realized as
R = exp
h∑
i,j∈I
(B−1)ijHi ⊗Hj
 (T−1w0 ⊗ T−1w0 )∆(Tw0). (3.1)
Denition 3.1.2. Let J be the operator whih ats on a nite dimensional representation
V of Uq(g) by multiplying eah vetor of weight µ by q
(µ,µ)/2+(µ,ρ)
. It is a straightforward
alulation to see that J an be realized in a ompletion of Uh(g) by
J := exp
h
1
2
∑
i,j
(
(B−1)ijHiHj
)
+Hρ
 . (3.2)
Atually, (µ, µ)/2 + (µ, ρ) an in some ases be a fration. One g is xed, the
possible denominators are bounded. To be preise we should adjoin a xed kth root of q to
our base eld, for some k depending on g. This auses no diulty.
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Comment 3.1.3. It follows from Lemma 3.1.7 below that Theorem 3.1.1 is equivalent to
saying R = (X−1 ⊗X−1)∆(X), where X = JTw0 .
Denition 3.1.4. Y is the element in the ompletion of Uq(g) dened by Y := Q
−1/2JTw0.
We are now ready to state the main result of this setion.
Theorem 3.1.5. The unitarized R matrix an be realized as
R¯ = (Y −1 ⊗ Y −1)∆(Y ). (3.3)
Comment 3.1.6. In fat, Y is a well dened operator on Uq(g) over C(q). That is, unlike
for the standard R matrix, we do not atually need to adjoin a kth root of q.
We prove Theorem 3.1.5 by a diret alulation, using Theorem 3.1.1. We will need
the following tehnial lemma:
Lemma 3.1.7.
∆(J) = (J ⊗ J) exp
(
h
∑
i,j∈I
(B−1)ijHi ⊗Hj
)
(3.4)
Proof.
∆(J) = ∆
(
exp
[
h
(1
2
∑
i,j
(B−1)ijHiHj +Hρ
)])
(3.5)
= exp
[
h
(
1
2
∑
i,j
(B−1)ij(Hi ⊗ 1 + 1⊗Hi)(Hj ⊗ 1 + 1⊗Hj) +Hρ ⊗ 1 + 1⊗Hρ
)]
(3.6)
= exp
[
h
(
1
2
∑
i,j
(B−1)ijHiHj ⊗ 1 +Hρ ⊗ 1
)]
×
× exp
[
h
(
1
2
∑
i,j
(B−1)ij1⊗HiHj + 1⊗Hρ
)]
exp
[
h
∑
i,j∈I
(B−1)ijHi ⊗Hj
]
(3.7)
= (J ⊗ J) exp
[
h
∑
i,j∈I
(B−1)ijHi ⊗Hj
]
. (3.8)
Proof of Theorem 3.1.5. From the denition, we have that
(Y −1 ⊗ Y −1)∆(Y )= (T−1w0 J
−1Q1/2 ⊗ T−1w0 J
−1Q1/2)∆(Q−1/2JTw0) (3.9)
=(T−1w0 ⊗ T
−1
w0 )(J
−1 ⊗ J−1)(Q1/2 ⊗Q1/2)∆(Q−1/2)∆(J)∆(Tw0) (3.10)
=(Q1/2 ⊗Q1/2)(T−1w0 ⊗ T
−1
w0 )(J
−1 ⊗ J−1)∆(J)∆(Tw0)∆(Q
−1/2), (3.11)
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where the last equality follows beause Q1/2 is entral. Then by Lemma 3.1.7:
(Y −1 ⊗ Y −1)∆(Y )
= (Q1/2 ⊗Q1/2)(T−1w0 ⊗ T
−1
w0 ) exp
(
h
∑
i,j∈I
(B−1)ijHi ⊗Hj
)
∆(Tw0)∆(Q
−1/2) (3.12)
= (Q1/2 ⊗Q1/2) exp
(
h
∑
i,j∈I
(B−1)ijHi ⊗Hj
)
(T−1w0 ⊗ T
−1
w0 )∆(Tw0)∆(Q
−1/2) (3.13)
= (Q1/2 ⊗Q1/2)R∆(Q−1/2). (3.14)
Here Equation (3.13) follows beause Tw0 permutes weight spaes as w0, so Tw0HiT
−1
w0 =
−Hθ(i). Equation (3.14) follows by Theorem 3.1.1. The theorem follows by Equation (2.13).
3.1.2 Realizing R¯ using Shützenberger involution
This setion ontains our rst main result of Chapter 3 (Corollary 3.1.11), whih
realizes the unitarized R-matrix using a slight modiation of Shützenberger involution.
Fix two representations V and W of Uq(g). As disussed in Setion 2.5.2, there is a natural
isomorphism σξV,W : V ⊗W →W ⊗ V dened by
σξV,W = Flip ◦ (ξ
−1
V ⊗ ξ
−1
W ) ◦ ξV⊗W , (3.15)
where ξ is Shützenberger involution. We have added inverses to the expression to make it
more like Theorem 3.1.5. At the moment this has no eet, sine ξ is an involution, but it
will be important later on.
The ommutor σξ endows the Category of Uq(g) representations with a oboundary
struture, as dened by Drinfeld [6, Setion 3℄. In [9℄, Henriques and Kamnitzer note that
one an multiply the ation of ξ on eah irreduible representation by ±1, with the signs
hosen independently for eah Vλ, and Equation (3.15) still denes a oboundary struture.
They ask if there is a hoie of signs suh that the resulting ommutor oinides with Flip◦R¯,
where R¯ is the unitarized R matrix. It turns out that we need little bit more freedom. At
the end of this setion, we realize Flip ◦ R¯ in terms of Shützenberger involution, where the
ation of ξ on eah irreduible representation is resaled by ertain 4th roots of unity. It is
onvenient to rst work with a dierent modiation of ξ.
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Denition 3.1.8. ξ′′ is the element of U˜q(g) whih ats on a weight vetor v ∈ Vλ by
ξ′′(v) = (−1)〈µ−w0(λ),ρ
∨〉ξ(v), where µ is the weight of v. Notie, that µ − w0(λ) is always
in the root lattie, so 〈µ− w0(λ), ρ
∨〉 is always an integer.
Proposition 3.1.9. Tw0 , ξ
′′
and J are all invertible in U˜q(g), the ations of CTw0 , Cξ′′ and
CQ−1/2J = CJ all preserve the subalgebra Uq(g), and:
(i)

CTw0 (Ei) = −Fθ(i)Kθ(i)
CTw0 (Fi) = −K
−1
θ(i)Eθ(i)
CTw0 (KH) = Kw0(H), so that CTw0 (Ki) = K
−1
θ(i)
(ii)

CJ(Ei) = KiEi
CJ(Fi) = FiK
−1
i
CJ(KH) = KH
(iii)

Cξ′′(Ei) = −Fθ(i)
Cξ′′(Fi) = −Eθ(i)
Cξ′′(KH) = Kw0·H
Furthermore, Y = ξ′′ where, as in Setion 3.1.1, Y = Q−1/2JTw0 .
Proof. It is lear from the denitions that these elements at as invertible endomorphisms on
eah Vλ, and hene by Theorem 2.2.3 they are invertible. Their onjugation ations preserve
Uq(g) by (i), (ii) and (iii), whih we prove below.
(i) This is Lemma 2.2.15.
(ii) Let v be a vetor of weight µ in some nite dimensional representation. It is a
straightforward alulation to see that J(Eiv) = KiEi(J(v)), J(Fi(v)) = FiK
−1
i (J(v)) and
J(KH(v)) = Kw0·HJ(v).
(iii) For Cξ′′(Ei) and Cξ′′(Fi) this follows immediately from Denition 3.1.8 and the
denition of Shützenberger involution (see Setion 2.5.2). It is a straightforward alulation
to show that for any weight vetor v, ξ′′(KH(v)) = Kw0(H)ξ
′′(v). It follows that Cξ′′(KH) =
Kw0(H).
It remains to show that Y = ξ′′. A diret alulation using (i), (ii) and (iii) shows
that CJCTw0 = Cξ′′ . Sine Q
−1/2
is entral, this implies that CY = Cξ′′ . It is immediate
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from Denitions that, for all λ, Y (vλ) = ξ
′′(vλ) = (−1)
〈2λ,ρ∨〉vlowλ . Thus the result follows
sine, as in Comment 1.1.1, an element ξ ∈ U˜q(g) is uniquely determined by Cξ and the
ation of ξ on all vλ.
The following orollaries give us the desired realization of the unitarized R matrix.
Corollary 3.1.10. The unitarized R matrix ats on a tensor produt V ⊗W by
R¯(v ⊗ w) = (ξ′′−1V ⊗ ξ
′′−1
W ) ◦ ξ
′′
V⊗W (v ⊗ w) (3.16)
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.1.5 sine, by Proposition 3.1.9, Y = ξ′′.
This is not quite what we were looking for sine, for v ∈ Vλ, the relationship
between ξ(v) and ξ′′(v) depends on the weight of v, not just on λ. To x this problem,
dene ξ′ : Vλ → Vλ by ξ
′(v) = i2〈λ,ρ
∨〉ξ(v). Notie that 〈λ, ρ∨〉 is in general only a half
integer, so multiples of i do appear. We immediately dedue the following.
Corollary 3.1.11. The unitarized R matrix ats on a tensor produt V ⊗W by
R¯(v ⊗ w) = (ξ′−1V ⊗ ξ
′−1
W ) ◦ ξ
′
V⊗W (v ⊗ w) (3.17)
Proof. Follows from Corollary 3.1.10 by a straightforward alulation.
Comment 3.1.12. Notie that ξ′Vλ ◦ ξ
′
Vλ
= (−1)〈2λ,ρ
∨〉
Id, and in partiular ξ′ does not in
general square to the identity, as required by Henriques and Kamnitzer. However, their
argument an be modied slightly to show diretly that Flip◦ (ξ′−1V ⊗ ξ
′−1
W )◦ξ
′
V⊗W still denes
a ommutor whih satises the axioms of a oboundary ategory. We do not inlude this,
sine it follows from the orresponding fat for Flip ◦ R¯.
3.1.3 The ation of R¯ on a tensor produt of rystal bases
This setion ontains our seond main result, namely an expliit relationship be-
tween Drinfeld's ommutor and the rystal ommutor. Roughly, Theorem 3.1.14 shows that
the rystal ommutor is the rystal limit of Drinfeld's ommutor (modulo some signs).
Reall that if (L, B) is a rystal basis for a representation V , we have both a linear
map ξ′V : V → V and a map of sets ξB : B → B (oming from regarding B as an abstrat
rystal). The following proposition follows immediately from Theorem 2.5.4.
Proposition 3.1.13. Let (L, B) be a rystal basis for a representation V . Then:
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(i) ξ′V (L) = L.
(ii) By (i), ξ′V gives rise to a map between ξ
′(mod q
−1L)
V : L/q
−1L → L/q−1L. For eah
b ∈ B, we have
ξ′
(mod q−1L)
V (b) = i
〈λ,2ρ∨〉ξB(b) (3.18)
where λ is the highest weight of the rystal omponent ontaining b.
Now let (L, A) and (M, B) be rystal bases for two nite dimensional representa-
tions V and W of Uq(g). The rystal ommutor denes a map σ
HK
A,B : A⊗B → B⊗A. This
map omes from Drinfeld's ommutor Flip ◦ R¯ in the following sense.
Theorem 3.1.14. With the above setup:
(i) Flip ◦ R¯(L ⊗M) =M⊗L
(ii) By (i), Flip ◦ R¯ gives rise to a map
Flip ◦ R¯(mod q
−1(L⊗M)) : (L ⊗M)/q−1(L ⊗M)→ (M⊗L)/q−1(M⊗L). (3.19)
For all a ∈ A, b ∈ B,
Flip ◦ R¯(mod q
−1(L⊗M))(a⊗ b) = (−1)〈λ+µ−ν,ρ
∨〉σHKA,B(a⊗ b) (3.20)
where λ, µ and ν are the highest weights of the omponents of A,B and A⊗B ontaining
a, b and a⊗ b respetively.
Proof. By Corollary 3.1.11 and Proposition 3.1.13 applied to the rystal bases (L, A), (M, B)
and (L ⊗M, A⊗B):
Flip ◦ R¯(L ⊗M) = Flip ◦ (ξ′
−1
V ⊗ ξ
′−1
W ) ◦ ξ
′
V⊗W (L ⊗M) = Flip(L ⊗M) =M⊗L. (3.21)
This establishes (i).
(ii) follows diretly from (i) and Proposition 3.1.13.
Note that onsistently working modulo the latties, one an see that the obound-
ary properties of Drinfeld's ommutor σD are transferred to the rystal ommutor. Of ourse
it is very easy to prove the oboundary properties of the rystal ommutor diretly, but we
feel this gives some explanation as to why these properties arise.
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3.2 The rystal ommutor and Kashiwara's involution
In this setion we propose a new denition for the rystal ommutor, and show that
it agrees with Henriques and Kamnitzer's denition in the nite type ase. This has appeared
in [16℄. The advantage of this new denition is that it is well dened for any symmetrizable
Ka-Moody algebra. The disadvantage is that we do not know how to prove diretly that
it gives a oboundary struture on the ategory of Uq(g)-rystals, so this has only been
established for nite type g. Our new denition makes use of Kashiwara's involution on the
"Verma rystal" B∞, so we rst review this onstrution.
3.2.1 Kashiwara's involution on B∞
Here we give a purely ombinatorial desription of B∞ and of Kashiwara's involu-
tion. As we mentioned in Setion 1.1.5, it is perhaps more natural to think of Kashiwara's
involution as oming from a related involution on U−q (g). For more on this point of view we
refer the reader to [21℄. For any dominant weights λ and γ, there is an inlusion of rystals
Bλ+γ → Bλ ⊗Bγ whih sends bλ+γ to bλ ⊗ bγ . The following is immediate from the tensor
produt rule:
Lemma 3.2.1. The image of the inlusion Bλ+γ → Bλ ⊗ Bγ ontains all elements of the
form b⊗ bγ for b ∈ Bλ.
Lemma 3.2.1 denes a map ιλ+γλ : Bλ → Bλ+γ whih is ei equivariant and takes
bλ to bλ+γ . These maps make {Bλ} into a direted system, and the limit of this system is
B∞. There are ei equivariant maps ι
∞
λ : Bλ → B∞. When there is no danger of onfusion
we denote ι∞λ simply by ι.
The rystal B∞ has additional ombinatorial struture. In partiular, we will need:
(i) The map τ : B∞ → Λ+ dened by τ(b) = min{λ : b ∈ ι(Bλ)}.
(ii) The map ε : B∞ → Λ+ given by, for any b ∈ B∞ and any λ suh that b ∈ ι
∞
λ (Bλ),
ǫ(b) = ǫ(ι∞−1λ (b)), where ǫ is dened on Bλ as in Setion 2.1.
(iii) Kashiwara's involution ∗ (for the onstrution of this involution see [20, Theorem
2.1.1℄).
These maps are related by the following result of Kashiwara.
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Proposition 3.2.2 ([21℄, Prop. 8.2). Kashiwara's involution preserves weights and satises
τ(∗b) = ε(b), ε(∗b) = τ(b). (3.22)
Comment 3.2.3. All of this ombinatorial struture an be seen easily using the MV poly-
tope model [14℄. The inlusions ι orrespond to translating polytopes. The maps τ and ε
are given by ounting the lengths of edges oming out of the top and bottom verties. The
involution ∗ orresponds to negating a polytope. From this desription, the proof of the above
proposition is immediate.
3.2.2 A denition of the rystal ommutor using Kashiwara's involution
Reall that the rystal ommutor is a natural system of rystal isomorphisms σHKB,C :
B ⊗ C → C ⊗ B, for all integrable highest weight Uq(g) rystals B and C. It is uniquely
dened one we know what it does to highest weight elements of every tensor produt
Bλ⊗Bµ of irreduible rystals. These are all of the form bλ⊗ c, and must be sent to highest
weight elements of Bµ ⊗Bλ, whih in turn are of the form bµ ⊗ b.
Let bλ ⊗ c be highest weight in Bλ ⊗ Bµ. By the tensor produt rule for rystals,
ε(c) ≤ λ, so, by Proposition 3.2.2, τ(∗c) ≤ λ, or equivalently ∗c ∈ ι(Bλ). For this reason ∗c
an be onsidered an element of Bλ. Using Proposition 3.2.2 one more, we see that bµ⊗∗c
must be highest weight. Hene there is a unique isomorphism of rystals Bλ⊗Bµ → Bµ⊗Bλ
whih takes eah highest weight element bλ ⊗ c to bµ ⊗ ∗c. The following shows that this
isomorphism is equal to the rystal ommutor.
Theorem 3.2.4. If bλ ⊗ c is a highest weight element in Bλ ⊗ Bµ, then σ
HK
Bλ,Bµ
(bλ ⊗ c) =
bµ ⊗ ∗c.
3.2.3 Proof of Theorem 3.2.4
One of the main tools we will need is the notion of Kashiwara data (also alled
string data), rst studied by Kashiwara (see for example [21℄ setion 8.2). Fix a redued
word i for w0, by whih we mean i = (i1, . . . , im), where eah ik is a node of the Dynkin
diagram, and w0 = si1 · · · sim . The downward Kashiwara data for b ∈ Bλ with respet to i
is the sequene of non-negative integers (p1, . . . pm) dened by
p1 := ϕi1(b), p2 := ϕi2(f
p1
i1
b), . . . , pm := ϕim(f
p−1
im−1
. . . fp1i1 b). (3.23)
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That is, we apply the lowering operators in the diretion of i1 as far as we an, then in the
diretion i2, and so on. The following result is due to Littelmann [25, setion 1℄.
Lemma 3.2.5. After we apply these steps, we reah the lowest element of the rystal. That
is:
fpmim . . . f
p1
i1
b = blowλ . (3.24)
Moreover, the map Bλ → Nm taking b→ (p1, . . . pm) is injetive.
Similarly, the upwards Kashiwara data for b ∈ Bλ with respet to i is the sequene
(q1, . . . qm) dened by
q1 := εi1(b), q2 := εi2(e
q1
i1
b), . . . , qm := εim(e
q−1
im−1
. . . eq1i1 b). (3.25)
We introdue the notation wik := si1 · · · sik .
Lemma 3.2.6. In the rystal Bλ, we have the following:
(i) The downward Kashiwara data for bλ is given by pk = 〈w
i
k−1 · α
∨
ik
, λ〉.
(ii) For eah k, εik(f
pk−1
ik−1
. . . fp1i1 bλ) = 0.
Proof. Let (p1, . . . pm) be the downwards Kashiwara data for bλ, and let µk be the weight
of fpkik . . . f
p1
i1
bλ. Sine f
pk
ik
. . . fp1i1 bλ is the end of an αik root string, we see that
µk = sik · µk−1 − akαik , (3.26)
where ak = εik(f
pk−1
ik−1
. . . fp1i1 bλ). Using this fat at eah step,
µm = w0 · λ−
m∑
k=1
aksim . . . sik+1 · αik . (3.27)
By Lemma 3.2.5, we know that fpmim . . . f
p1
i1
bλ = b
low
λ , so that µm = w0 · λ. Hene
m∑
k=1
aksim . . . sik+1 · αik = 0. (3.28)
Now, sim · · · sik is a redued word for eah k, whih implies that sim . . . sik+1αik is a positive
root. Thus eah ak is zero, proving part (ii).
Equation (3.26) now shows that µk = sik . . . si1 ·λ, for all k. In partiular that f
pk
ik
must perform the reetion sik on the weight sik−1 . . . si1 · λ. Therefore,
pk = 〈α
∨
ik
, sik−1 . . . si1 · λ〉 = 〈w
i
k−1α
∨
ik
, λ〉. (3.29)
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Lemma 3.2.7. Let bλ ⊗ c be a highest weight element of Bλ ⊗ Bµ. Let b ⊗ b
low
µ be the
lowest weight element of the omponent ontaining bλ ⊗ c. Let (p1, . . . pm) be the downward
Kashiwara data for c with respet to i, and (q1, . . . qm) the upward Kashiwara data for b
with respet to irev := (im, . . . , i1). Then, for all k, pk + qm−k+1 = 〈w
i
k−1 · α
∨
ik
, ν〉, where
ν = wt(bλ ⊗ c).
Proof. Let rk = 〈w
i
k−1 · α
∨
ik
, ν〉. By part (i) of Lemma 3.2.6, (r1, . . . rm) is the downward
Kashiwara data for bλ ⊗ c. Dene bk ∈ Bλ and ck ∈ Bµ by bk ⊗ ck = f
rk
ik
. . . f r1i1 (bλ ⊗ c).
Part (ii) of Lemma 3.2.6, along with the denition of Kashiwara data, shows that, for eah
1 ≤ k ≤ m,
eik(bk−1 ⊗ ck−1) = 0 and fik(bk ⊗ ck) = 0. (3.30)
In partiular, the tensor produt rule for rystals implies
eikbk−1 = 0 and fikck = 0. (3.31)
Dene pk to be the number of times fik ats on ck−1 to go from bk−1 ⊗ ck−1 to bk ⊗ ck,
and qm−k+1 to be the number of times fik ats on bk−1. Sine fikck = 0, we see that
ϕik(ck−1) = pk. Hene, by denition (p1, . . . pm) is the downward Kashiwara data for c with
respet to i. Similarly, eikbk−1 = 0, so εik(ck) = qm−k+1. By Lemma 3.2.5, bm = b, so
this implies that (q1, . . . qm) is the upward Kashiwara data for b with respet to i
rev
. Sine
pk+ qm−k+1 is the number of times that fik ats on bk−1⊗ ck−1 to reah bk⊗ ck, we see that
pk + qm−k+1 = rk.
Let bλ ⊗ c be a highest weight element in Bλ ⊗Bµ. As disussed in setion 3.2.2,
∗c an be onsidered as an element of Bλ.
Lemma 3.2.8. Dene ν = wt(bλ ⊗ c). Let (p1, . . . pm) be the downward Kashiwara data
for c ∈ Bµ with respet to i. Let (q1, . . . qm) be the downward Kashiwara data for ∗c ∈
Bλ with respet to the deomposition θ(i
rev) := (θ(im), . . . , θ(i1)) of w0. Then, for all k,
pk + qm−k+1 = 〈w
i
k−1 · α
∨
ik
, ν〉.
Proof. The proof will depend on results from [14℄ on the MV polytope model for rystals.
In partiular, within this model it is easy to express Kashiwara data and the Kashiwara
involution.
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Let P = P (M·) be the MV polytope of weight (ν −λ, µ) orresponding to c. Then
by [14, Theorem 6.6℄,
pk = Mwik−1·Λik
−Mwik·Λik
. (3.32)
Now, onsider P as a stable MV polytope (reall that this means that we only
onsider it up to translation). Then by [14, Theorem 6.2℄, we see that ∗(P ) = −P .
The element ι−1µ ∗ ιλ(c) ∈ Bλ orresponds to the MV polytope ν − P and hene
has BZ datum N·, where M· and N· are related by
Mγ = 〈γ, ν〉+N−γ . (3.33)
Let i′ = θ(irev). Then,
− wik−1 · Λik = w
i′
m−k+1 · Λi′m−k+1 and − w
i
k · Λik = w
i′
m−k · Λi′m−k+1 . (3.34)
Combining the last 3 equations, we see that
pk = 〈w
i
k−1 · Λik , ν〉+N−wik−1·Λik
− 〈wik · Λik , ν〉 −N−wik·Λik
= Nwi′m−k+1·Λi′
m−k+1
−Nwi′m−k ·Λi′
m−k+1
+ 〈wik−1 · Λik − w
i
k · Λik , ν〉.
(3.35)
Applying [14, Theorem 6.6℄ again,
qk = Nwi′k−1·Λi′
k
−Nwi′k ·Λi′
k
. (3.36)
We now add equation (3.35) and (3.36), substituting m−k+1 for k in the seond equation,
to get
pk+qm−k+1 = 〈w
i
k−1 ·Λik−w
i
k ·Λik , ν〉 = 〈w
i
k−1 ·(Λik−sik ·Λik), ν〉 = 〈w
i
k−1 ·α
∨
ik
, ν〉. (3.37)
Proof of Theorem 3.2.4. We know that σHKBλ,Bµ(bλ ⊗ c) = bµ ⊗ b for some b ∈ Bλ. By the
denition of σHKBλ,Bµ (see Setion 2.5.1), we see that
ξ(bλ ⊗ c) = (ξ ◦ ξ)(Flip(σ
HK(bλ ⊗ c))) = ξ(b)⊗ b
low
µ . (3.38)
In partiular, ξ(b)⊗blowµ is the lowest weight element of the omponent of Bλ⊗Bµ ontaining
bλ ⊗ c.
Fix a redued expression i = (i1, . . . , im) for w0. Let (p1, . . . , pm) be the downward
Kashiwara data for c with respet to i, and let (q1, . . . qm) be the downward Kashiwara data
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for b with respet to θ(irev) := (θ(im), · · · , θ(i1)). Notie that (q1, . . . qm) is also the upward
Kashiwara data for ξ(b) with respet to irev := (im, . . . i1), sine ξ interhanges the ation
of fi and eθ(i). Hene by Lemma 3.2.7,
pk + qm−k+1 = 〈w
i
k−1 · α
∨
ik
, ν〉 (3.39)
for all k, where ν is the weight of bλ ⊗ c.
As disussed in Setion 3.2.2, ∗c ∈ ι(Bµ), and so an be onsidered as an element
of Bµ. Let (q
′
1, . . . q
′
m) by the downward Kashiwara data for ∗c ∈ Bµ with respet to θ(i
rev).
By Lemma 3.2.8 we have
pk + q
′
m−k+1 = 〈w
i
k−1 · α
∨
ik
, ν〉. (3.40)
Comparing equations (3.39) and (3.40), qk = q
′
k for eah 1 ≤ k ≤ m. That is, the downward
Kashiwara data for b and ∗c with respet to θ(irev) are idential. Hene by Lemma 3.2.5,
b = ∗c.
3.3 A new formula for the R-matrix of a symmetrizable Ka-
Moody algebra
Let g be a nite type omplex simple Lie algebra, and let Uq(g) be the orre-
sponding quantized universal enveloping algebra. As we disussed in Setion 1.1.1, Kirillov-
Reshetikhin [23℄ and Levendorskii-Soibelman [24℄ developed a formula for the universal
R-matrix
R = (X−1 ⊗X−1)∆(X), (3.41)
where X belongs to a ompletion of Uq(g). The element X is onstruted using the braid
group element Tw0 orresponding to the longest word of the Weyl group, and as suh only
makes sense when g is of nite type.
The element X in Equation (3.41) denes a vetor spae endomorphism XV on
eah representation V , and in fat X is dened by this system {XV } of endomorphisms.
With these point of view, Equation (3.41) is equivalent to the laim that, for any nite
dimensional representations V and W of Uq(g), and any u ∈ V ⊗W ,
R(u) = (X−1V ⊗X
−1
W )XV ⊗W (u). (3.42)
The endomorphisms XV permute weight spaes aording to the longest element of the Weyl
group, and as suh only makes sense when g is of nite type.
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In the present work we replae XV with an endomorphism ΘV whih preserves
weight spaes. We show that, for any symmetrizable Ka-Moody algebra g, and any inte-
grable highest weight representations V andW of Uq(g), the ation of the universal R-matrix
on u ∈ V ⊗W is given by
R(u) = (Θ−1V ⊗Θ
−1
W )ΘV⊗W (u). (3.43)
There is a tehnial diulty beause CΘ is not linear over the base eld C(q), but instead
is ompatible with the “bar” automorphism of C(q) whih inverts q. Consequently, the
endomorhsim ΘV is bar-linear instead of linear, and in fat depends on a hoie of a bar-
involution on V . In the ase of an irreduible representation Vλ, the endomorphism ΘVλ
depends only on a hoie of highest weight vetor vλ ∈ Vλ. To make Equation (3.43) preise
we must dene the ation of Θ on Vλ⊗Vµ in terms of hosen highest weight vetors vλ ∈ Vλ
and vµ ∈ Vµ, and then show that the omposition (Θ
−1
Vλ
⊗Θ−1Vµ )ΘVλ⊗Vµ does not depend on
vλ and vµ.
The system of endomorphisms Θ was previously studied in [33℄, where it was used
to onstrut the universal R-matrix when g is of nite type. Essentially we have extended
this previous work to inlude all symmetrizable Ka-Moody algebras. However, the ation
of Θ on a tensor produt in dened dierently here than in [33℄, so the onstrutions of R
are a-priori not idential, and we have not in fat proven that the onstrution in [33℄ gives
the universal R-matrix in all ases.
3.3.1 The endomorphism Θ and the system of isomorphisms σΘ.
We now introdue a C-algebra automorphism CΘ of Uq(g):
CΘ(Ei) = EiK
−1
i
CΘ(Fi) = KiFi
CΘ(Ki) = K
−1
i
CΘ(q) = q
−1.
(3.44)
Notie that CΘ inverts q, so it is not a C(q) algebra automorphism, but is instead bar linear.
That is, it is ompatible whih the bar-involution of C(q) whih inverts q.
One an hek that CΘ is an algebra involution and a oalgebra anti-involution.
It is perhaps useful to work over Q(q) instead of C(q), and imagine that q is speialized to
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a omplex number on the unit irle (although not a root of unity). Thus bar-involution
should be thought of as omplex onjugation. The following denes an involution of Uq(g)
ompatible with bar-involution on C(q), and will prove very useful:
Denition 3.3.1. C
bar
: Uq(g)→ Uq(g) is the C-algebra involution dened by
C
bar
q = q−1
C
bar
Ki = K
−1
i
C
bar
Ei = Ei
C
bar
Fi = Fi.
(3.45)
We must dene a C-vetor spae automorphism ΘVλ of eah Vλ whih is ompatible
with CΘ. Sine CΘ is bar-linear instead of linear, it will be neessary to rst x an auto-
morphism of Vλ ompatible with bar-involution on C(q). If we x a highest weight vetor
vλ ∈ Vλ, there is a unique involution bar(Vλ,vλ) that xes vλ, and suh that the following
diagram ommutes:
Vλ WW
bar(Vλ,vλ) // Vλ WW
Uq(g)
C
bar // Uq(g).
When it does not ause onfusion we will denote bar(Vλ,vλ)(v) by v¯. In general we will use
the notation (V, barV ) to denote a representation V together with a hosen involution on
that representation ompatible with the involution C
bar
of Uq(g).
Denition 3.3.2. The ation of Θ(Vλ,vλ) on Vλ is dened to send vλ to q
−(λ,λ)/2+(λ,ρ)vλ,
and to be ompatible with CΘ.
It is straightforward to hek that for any weight vetor b ∈ Vλ of weight µ,
Θ(Vλ,Bλ)(b) = q
−(µ,µ)/2+(µ,ρ) b¯. Thus we an dene:
Denition 3.3.3. For any representation V with a hosen involution barV ompatible with
C
bar
, dene Θ(V,barV ) to at on an weight vetor b by
Θ(V,barV )(b) = q
−(µ,µ)/2+(µ,ρ)
barV (b). (3.46)
Note that by the above disussion Θ(V,barV ) is ompatible with CΘ.
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The onstrution desribed in Setion 1.1.1 uses the ation of ξ on V ⊗W . Thus
we will need to dene how Θ ats on a tensor produt. In partiular, we need a well dened
notion of tensor produt in the ategory whose objets onsist of a pair (V,barV ) of a
representation and an involution ompatible with C
bar
. It is enough to dene an involution
on Vλ ⊗ Vµ ompatible with Cbar given highest weight vetors vλ ∈ Vλ and vµ ∈ Vµ. The
following naive guess is not ompatible with C
bar
, but will be useful in dening an involution
whih is.
Denition 3.3.4. Fix (V, barV ) and (W, barW ), where barV and barW are involutions of V
and W ompatible with C
bar
. Let (barV ⊗ barW ) be the vetor spae involution on V ⊗W
dened by f(q)v ⊗ w → f(q−1)v¯ ⊗ w¯ for all f(q) ∈ C(q) and v ∈ V,w ∈W .
Comment 3.3.5. It is straightforward to hek that the ation of (barV ⊗barW ) on a vetor
in V ⊗W does not depend on its expression as a sum of element of the form f(q)v⊗w. The
resulting map is a C-linear involution, and in partiular is invertible.
Lemma 3.3.6. Let vν be a singular weight vetor in Vλ ⊗ Vµ, and write
vν =
N∑
j=1
bj ⊗ cj , (3.47)
where eah bj is a weight vetor of Vλ, and eah cj is a weight vetor of Vµ. Then
bar(vν) :=
N∑
j=0
q(µ,µ)−(wt(cj),wt(cj))+2(µ−wt(cj),ρ)b¯j ⊗ c¯j (3.48)
is also singular.
Proof. For any vetor v ∈ Bλ ⊗Bµ, introdue that notation v
β
to be indiate the part of v
in Vλ(ν − β)⊗ Vµ(β) (here Vµ(β) denotes the β weight spae in Vµ).
Fix i ∈ I. The vetor vν is singular, so Eivν = 0 and hene (Eivν)
β = 0 for all β.
One an easily alulate that:
0 = (Eivν)
β =
∑
wt(cj)=β
q(β,αi)Eibj ⊗ cj +
∑
wt(cj)=β−αi
bj ⊗ Eicj . (3.49)
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Using Equation (3.48):
(Eibar(vν))
β =
∑
wt(cj)=β
q(µ,µ)−(β,β)+2(µ−β,ρ)q(β,αi)Eib¯j ⊗ c¯j (3.50)
+
∑
wt(cj)=β−αi
q(µ,µ)−(β−αi,β−αi)+2(µ−β+αi,ρ)b¯j ⊗ Eic¯j
= q(µ,µ)−(β−αi ,β−αi)+2(µ−β+αi,ρ)× (3.51)
×
 ∑
wt(cj)=β
q−(β,αi)Eib¯j ⊗ c¯j +
∑
wt(cj)=β−αi
b¯j ⊗ Eic¯j

= q(µ,µ)−(β−αi ,β−αi)+2(µ−β+αi,ρ)(bar(Vλ,vλ) ⊗ bar(Vµ,vµ))(Eivν)
β, (3.52)
where (bar(Vλ,vλ) ⊗ bar(Vµ,vµ)) is the involution from Denition 3.3.4. But Ei(vν)
β = 0,
and (bar(Vλ,vλ) ⊗ bar(Vµ,vµ)) is an invertible linear map on Vλ ⊗ Vµ, so this implies that
(bar(Vλ,vλ) ⊗ barVµ,vµ)Ei(vν)
β = 0. Sine this holds for all β, we see that Eibar(vν) = 0.
Hene bar(vν) is a singular vetor.
We an now dene an involution bar(Vλ,vλ)⊗(Vµ,vµ) on Vλ ⊗ Vµ whih is ompatible
with C
bar
, and whih depends only on vλ and vµ.
Denition 3.3.7. Let bar(Vλ,vλ)⊗(Vµ,vµ) be the unique involution on Vλ ⊗ Vµ whih agrees
with the involution bar from Lemma 3.3.6 on singular vetors, and is ompatible with C
bar
.
This an be extended by naturallity to give a bar-involution on (V,barV )⊗(W,barW ).
Thus Denition 3.3.3 gives a well dened ation of Θ on the tensor produt, and we an
proeed to dene σΘ following the methods desribed in Setion 1.1.1.
Denition 3.3.8. σΘV,W := Flip ◦ (Θ
−1
V ⊗Θ
−1
W )(ΘV ⊗W ) : V ⊗W →W ⊗ V,
where the ation of ΘV⊗W is dened using bar(Vλ,vλ)⊗(Vµ,vµ) from Denition 3.3.7.
As disussed in Setion 1.1.1, these σΘV,W ombine to give a natural family of
isomorphisms, whih we will denote by σΘ. Note that σΘ is dened using a hoie of
involution on V and W , but in fat, by Proposition 3.3.10 below, it is independent of this
hoie.
Comment 3.3.9. One an hek that ΘV is an involution, so the inverses in Denition
3.3.8 are in some sense unneessary. We inlude them beause ΘV should really be thought
of as an isomorphism between V and the module whih is V as a C vetor spae, but with the
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ation of Uq(g) twisted by CΘ. We have not speied the ation of Θ on this new module.
The way the formula is written, Θ is always ating on V,W or V ⊗W with the usual ation,
where it has been dened.
Proposition 3.3.10. σΘV,W : V ⊗W → W ⊗ V is independent of the hoie of involutions
barV and barW .
Proof. It is suient to onsider the ase of σΘVλ,Vµ . The involutions on Vλ and Vµ only
depend on a hoie of highest weight vetor in eah of Vλ and Vµ. It is straightforward to
hek that re-saling these highest weight vetors has no eet on σΘVλ,Vµ .
3.3.2 Construting the standard R-matrix
In this setion we prove that the ation of (Θ−1V ⊗Θ
−1
W )ΘV⊗W on V ⊗W is equal
to the ation of the standard R-matrix. Equivalently, σΘ is the standard braiding.
Let (Vλ, vλ) and (Vµ, vµ) be irreduible representations with hosen highest weight
vetors. Every vetor w ∈ Vλ ⊗ Vµ an be writen as
w = vλ ⊗ c0 + bk−1 ⊗ c1 + . . .+ b1 ⊗ ck−1 + b0 ⊗ vµ, (3.53)
where, for 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1, bj is a weight vetor of Vλ of weight stritly less then λ, and cj
a weight vetor of Vµ of weight stritly less then µ. Furthermore, the vetors b0 ∈ Vλ and
c0 ∈ Vµ are uniquely determined by w. Thus we an dene projetions from Vλ ⊗ Vµ to Vλ
and Vµ as follows:
Denition 3.3.11. The projetions p1λ,µ : Vλ ⊗ Vµ → Vλ and p
2
λ,µ : Vλ ⊗ Vµ → Vµ are given
by, for all w ∈ Vλ ⊗ Vµ,
p1λ,µ(w) := b0 (3.54)
p2λ,µ(w) := c0. (3.55)
Lemma 3.3.12. Let Sλ,µ be the spae of singular vetors in Vλ ⊗ Vµ. The restritions of
the maps p1λ,µ and p
2
λ,µ from Denition 3.3.11 to Sλ,µ are injetive.
Proof. It follows from the tensor produt rule for rystal bases (see Setion 2.4) that the
span of p2λ,µ(s) over singular vetors s of Vλ ⊗ Vµ has the same dimension as Sλ,µ itself.
Hene p2λ,µ is injetive.
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To see that p1λ,µ is also injetive, note that, sine CΘ is a oalgebra anti-automorphism,
Flip ◦ (ΘVλ ⊗ΘVµ) is an isomorphism of representations. Thus the map
s→ Flip ◦ (ΘVλ ⊗ΘVµ)s (3.56)
is a vetor spae isomorphisms between the spae of singular vetors of Vλ ⊗ Vµ and the
spae of singular vetors of Vµ ⊗ Vλ. Composing this with p
2
µ,λ, we see that the map
s→ q(µ,µ)/2−(µ,ρ)+(wt(s)−µ,wt(s)−µ/2)−(wt(s)−µ,ρ)barVλ(p
1
λ,µ(s)) (3.57)
is injetive. But then p1λ,µ itself must also be injetive.
The following fat is well known (see for instane [27℄). As in Setion 3.1.1, we
will write expressions using h, where q = eh, and simply note that the ation on any (ten-
sor produt of) representations of Uq(g) is well dened (although an sometimes introdue
frational powers of q).
Lemma 3.3.13. The standard universal R matrix an be expressed as
Rh = exp
h∑
i,j
(B−1)ijHi ⊗Hj


1 +
∑
positive integral
weights β
Xβ ⊗ Yβ

(3.58)
where eah Xβ is an element of Uh(g) of weight β, and Yβ is an element of Uh(g) of weight
−β.
Lemma 3.3.14. Let v ∈ V and w ∈W be weight vetors. Then
exp
h∑
i,j
(B−1)ijHi ⊗Hj
 (v ⊗ w) = q(wt(v),wt(w))(v ⊗ w), (3.59)
where q = eh.
Proof. Dene
J := exp
h
1
2
∑
i,j
(
(B−1)ijHiHj
)
+Hρ
 . (3.60)
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It is straightforward to hek that J ats on a weight vetor b in any representation V by
J(b) = q(wt(b),wt(b))/2+(wt(b),ρ)b. (3.61)
Note that J an at by frational powers of q, whih is why we must adjoint a xed kth root
of q to C(q) (see Setion 2.1). Calulating (J−1 ⊗ J−1)∆(J)(v ⊗ w) using Equation (3.60)
gives the left side of equation (3.59), and alulating (J−1⊗J−1)∆(J)(v⊗w) using Equation
(3.61) gives the right side of Equation (3.59). Thus the two sides are equal. Details of these
alulations an be found in [15℄.
We are now ready to prove our nal main result of Chapter 3:
Theorem 3.3.15. (Θ−1V ⊗Θ
−1
W )ΘV⊗W ats on V ⊗W as the standard R-matrix.
Proof. By naturallity it is enough to onsider the ase when V and W are irreduible. We
will atually show that σΘ ats on Vλ⊗Vµ as the standard braiding, sine this is equivalent.
Sine CΘ is a oalgebra anti-autamorphism, using the disussion in Setion 1.1.1 we see that
σΘ is an isomorphism of representations. Sine Flip ◦ R is also an isomorphism, it sues
to show that they agree on singular vetors in Vλ ⊗ Vµ. So, let vν be a singular vetor of
weight ν, and write
vν = bλ ⊗ c0 + bk−1 ⊗ c1 + . . .+ b1 ⊗ ck−1 + b0 ⊗ bµ (3.62)
where, for 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1, bj is a weight vetor of Vµ of weight stritly less then µ. By
Denitions 3.3.3 and 3.3.8,
σΘ(vν) = q
−(wt(b),wt(b))/2−(µ,µ)/2+(µ+wt(b),µ+wt(b))/2bµ ⊗ b0 + . . . (3.63)
= q(wt(b),µ)bµ ⊗ b0 + . . . , (3.64)
where . . . representations terms of the form c⊗ b with wt(c) < µ.
It follows from Denition 3.58 and Lemma 3.3.14 that
Flip ◦R(vν) = q
(wt(b),µ)bµ ⊗ b0 + . . . , (3.65)
where again . . . representations terms of the form c⊗ b where wt(c) < µ. Both σΘ(vν) and
Flip ◦R(vν) are singular vetors in Vµ ⊗ Vλ. Hene by Lemma 3.3.12 they are equal.
It is an immediate onsequene of Theorem 3.3.15 and Equation (2.13) that we
have a new expression for Drinfeld's unitarized R-matrix:
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Corollary 3.3.16. Let ΓVλ be the C-linear endomorphism of (V, barV ) dened by omposing
Γ(V,barV ) ◦Q
−1/2
, where Q is as in Setion 2.3. Then (Γ−1V ⊗ Γ
−1
W )ΓV⊗W ats on V ⊗W as
Drinfeld's unitarized R-matrix.
3.4 Future diretions
The motivating question behind this work was to nd a oboundary struture on
the ategory of g-rystals, when g is any symmetrizable Ka-Moody algebra. This has still
not been done, although the results in setion 3.2 lead to a natural onjeture:
Conjeture 3.4.1. The denition of the rystal ommutor from Setion 3.2.2 is a obound-
ary struture.
1
The results from Setion 3.3 are partly aimed at proving this onjeture. We have
given a onstrution of the standard braiding of the form (Θ−1 ⊗ Θ−1)∆(Θ), and from
there a onstrution of Drinfeld's oboundary struture of the same form. We hope to use
methods similar to Setion 3.1 to show that Drinfeld's oboundary struture ats in a nie
way on rystal bases, and that this will lead to a proof of Conjeture 3.4.1. However, Θ
itself does not preserve rystal latties, so the methods annot be applied without signiant
modiation.
We now mention a few other questions arising from the work in this hapter.
Question 3.1. For eah onneted subgraph Γ of the Dynkin diagram, let gΓ be the or-
responding Levi subalgebra of g, and Uh(gΓ) be the orresponding Levi subalgebra of Uh(g).
One an dene ξ′′Γ = Q
−1/2
Γ JΓTwΓ , where QΓ and JΓ at on a representation V of Uh(g)
via the obvious funtor to Uh(gΓ) representations, and TwΓ is the braid group element or-
responding to the longest word in the Weyl group of gΓ. These ξ
′′
Γ are invertible, so they
generate a group W ating on Uh(g) (whih preserves only the algebra struture), and on
representations of Uh(g). What group is this?
We believe that answering this question would be an important step in understand-
ing the relationship between the braid group and the atus group. In the ase g = sln we
hope that W is losely related to the atus group, where, if Γ onsists of nodes s through
t− 1 of the Dynkin diagram, ξ′′Γ orresponds to the generator r[s,t] of the atus group (see
1
This Conjeture has reently been proven by Savage [31, Theorem 6.4℄
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[9, Setion 3℄). It annot agree exatly sine ξ′′Γ
2 6= Id (only ξ′′Γ
4 = Id). However, one may
be able to use the methods of Setion 3.1.3 to modify the ξ′′ and obtain exatly the atus
group.
Question 3.2. The ommutor gives an ation of the n-fruit atus group Jn, and hene its
group algebra, on tensor produts V ⊗ · · · ⊗ V of Uq(g) modules. Does this ation fator
through any quotient algebra in some speial ases? For example what about the ase when
g = sln and eah V is the standard representation. What about the orresponding ation on
tensor produts of rystals?
For the ase of the braiding, the orresponding question has a nie answer in the
above speial ase. The ation of the braid group fators through the Heke algebra and we
have the quantum Shur-Weyl duality.
The next question onerns an alternate approah to proving Conjeture 3.4.1.
Kashiwara's ∗-involution gives B∞ an additional rystal struture, dened by f
∗
i · b :=
∗ ◦ fi ◦ ∗(b). Let B
i
∞ denote the rystal with vertex set Z≥0, where ej , fj at trivially for
j 6= i and ei, fi at as they do on the usual B∞ for sl2. Kashiwara [20, Theorem 2.2.1℄
showed that the map
B∞ → B∞ ⊗B
i
∞
b 7→ (e∗i )
εi(∗b)(b)⊗ εi(∗b)
(3.66)
is a morphism of rystals with respet to the usual rystal strutures on eah side. We an
think of this fat as an additional property of ∗.
On the other hand, the rystal ommutor σHK also has an additional property,
whih is alled the atus relation. This relation states that if A,B,C are rystals, then
σHKA,C⊗B ◦ (1⊗ σ
HK
B,C) = σ
HK
B⊗A,C ◦ (σ
HK
A,B ⊗ 1). (3.67)
(See [9, Theorem 3℄).
Question 3.3. Is there a relation between this additional property of Kashiwara's involution
∗ and the atus relation for the ommutor σHK?
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Chapter 4
Combinatorial models for ŝln rystals
and appliations
Muh of this hapter has previously appeared in [34℄.
4.1 Crystal strutures
We start by dening two families of rystal strutures for ŝln. In the rst, the
verties are partitions. In the seond, the verties are ongurations of beads on an abaus.
In eah ase the family is indexed by a positive integer ℓ. We will refer to ℓ as the level
of the rystal, sine, using the results of this setion, it is straightforward to see our level
ℓ rystal struture deomposes into a union of rystals orresponding to level ℓ irreduible
representations of ŝln. The rystal graph of every irreduible ŝln representation appears as
an easily identiable subrystal of the abaus model. Some irreduible representation do
not appear using the partition model as we dene it, although they do after a simple hange
of onventions (just shift the oloring in Figure 1.2). There is a slight subtlety in the ase
of ŝl2, sine the proof of Theorem 4.1.1 fails. Theorem 4.1.14 and the results from Setion
4.2 do hold in this ase, as we show in Setion 4.3 using the Kyoto path model. However,
we annot prove the full strength of Theorem 4.1.1 for n = 2.
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4.1.1 Crystal struture on partitions
We now dene level ℓ rystal operators for ŝln, ating on the set of partitions (at
least when n ≥ 3). Figure 1.2 illustrates the denition for n = 3 and ℓ = 4. Color the
boxes of a partition with n olors c0, c1, . . . cn−1, where all boxes above position k on the
horizontal axis are olored cs for s ≡ ⌊k/l⌋ modulo n. To at by fi, plae a “(” above the
horizontal position k if boxes in that position are olored ci, and you an add an ℓ-ribbon
whose rightmost box is above k. Similarly, we put a “)” above eah position k where boxes
are olored ci and you an remove an ℓ-ribbon whose rightmost box is above k. fi ats by
adding an ℓ-ribbon whose rightmost box is below the rst unaneled “(” from the left, if
possible, and sending that partition to 0 if there is no unaneled “(”. Similarly, ei ats by
removing an ℓ-ribbon whose rightmost box is below the rst unaneled “)” from the right,
if possible, and sending the partition to 0 otherwise.
Theorem 4.1.1 below will imply that, for n ≥ 3, these operators do in fat endow
the set of partitions with an ŝln rystal struture.
4.1.2 Crystal struture on abaus ongurations
As disussed in Setion 2.6, eah partition orresponds to a ertain onguration of
beads on an abaus (abaus onguration). Thus the operators ei and fi also dene operators
on the set of abaus ongurations oming from partitions. We know from Setion 2.6
that adding (removing) an ℓ-ribbon to a partition orresponds to moving one bead forward
(bakwards) one position in the orresponding ℓ-strand abaus. This allows us to desribe
the operators ei and fi diretly using the abaus. This new denition of operators ei and fi
makes sense on all abaus ongurations, regardless of whether or not they atually ome
from partitions.
The resulting operators ei and fi on abaus ongurations an be dened as follows
(see Figure 1.3 for an example). Color the gaps between the olumns of beads with n olors,
putting c0 at the origin, and c[i mod n] in the i
th
gap, ounting left to right. We will inlude
the olors in the diagrams by writing in the ci's below the orresponding gap. The operators
ei and fi are then alulated as follows: Put a “(” every time a bead ould move to the right
aross olor ci, and a “)” every time a bead ould move to the left aross ci. The brakets
are ordered moving up eah ci olored gap in turn from left to right. We group all the
brakets orresponding to the same gap above that gap. fi moves the bead orresponding to
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the rst unaneled “(” from the left one plae forward, if possible, and sends that element
to 0 otherwise. Similarly, ei moves the bead orresponding the the rst unaneled “)” from
the right one spae bakwards, if possible, and sends the element to 0 otherwise.
We will now show that the operators ei and fi give the set of abaus ongurations
the struture of an ŝln rystal, when n ≥ 3. It follows immediately that our level ℓ operators
on the set of partitions also gives us a rystal struture, sine the map sending a partition
to the orresponding abaus onguration preserves the operators ei and fi.
Theorem 4.1.1. Fix n ≥ 3 and ℓ ≥ 1. Dene a olored direted graph G as follows: The
verties of G are all ongurations of beads on an ℓ-strand abaus, whih have nitely many
empty positions to the left of the origin, and nitely many full positions to the right of the
origin. There is a ci-olored edge from ψ to φ if and only if fi(ψ) = φ. Then eah onneted
omponent of G is the rystal graph of some integrable highest weight representation of ŝln.
Proof. By [17, Proposition 2.4.4℄, (see also [32℄), it is suient to show that, for eah pair
0 ≤ i < j < n, eah onneted omponent of the graph obtained by only onsidering edges
of olor ci and cj is An sl3 rystal if |i− j| = 1mod(n)
An sl2 × sl2 rystal otherwise.
(4.1)
Choose some abaus onguration ψ, and some 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n−1, and onsider the onneted
omponent ontaining ψ of the subgraph of G obtained by only onsidering edges olored
ci and cj . If |i − j| 6= 1 mod(n), then fi and fj learly ommute (as do ei and ej). Also,
it is lear that if we only onsider one olor ci, then G is a disjoint union on nite direted
lines. This is suient to show that the omponent ontaining ψ is an sl2 × sl2 rystal, as
required.
Now onsider the ase when |i − j| = 1 mod(n). The abaus model is learly
symmetri under shifting the olors, so, without loss of generality, we may assume i = 1 and
j = 2. Also, we need only onsider the abaus for ŝl3, sine if there are olumns of beads
not bordering a c1 or c2 gap, they an be ignored without aeting f1 or f2. As shown
in Figure 4.1, eah onneted omponent of this rystal is the rystal of an integrable sl3
representation, as required.
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Figure 4.1: Consider an abaus onguration ψ for ŝl3. Cut the abaus along the gaps
olored c0 and stak the piees into a olumn as shown (this is the step that fails for ŝl2).
Notie that we an alulate f1, f2, e1 and e2 on the olumn abaus using the same rule
as for the row abaus, sine we will look at the c1 or c2 gaps in exatly the same order.
Eah row of the olumn abaus, onsidered by itself, generates either a trivial rystal, or the
rystal of one of the two fundamental representations of sl3. By Corollary 2.4.13, the rule
for alulating ei and fi on the olumn abaus is exatly the same as the rule for taking
the tensor produt of all the non-trivial sl3 rystals. So, ψ generates a omponent of the
tensor produt of a bunh of rystals of sl3 representations, whih is itself the rystal of an
sl3 representation.
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4.1.3 More on the abaus model, inluding the highest irreduible part
This setion is a little tehnial. We introdue some denitions, then present some
results about the struture of the rystals dened in Setion 4.1.2. Lemma 4.1.12 is the
main result we need for the appliations in Setion 4.2. We state and prove this lemma
without using the fat that this is an ŝln rystal, so it holds even for ŝl2, when the proof
of Theorem 4.1.1 fails. We nish the setion by identifying a subrystal whih realizes the
rystal graph for any irreduible integrable representation of ŝln of level ℓ > 0 (Theorem
4.1.14). We suggest the asual reader look at the statements of Lemma 4.1.12 and Theorem
4.1.14, and refer to the denitions as needed; the details of the proofs an safely be skipped.
Denition 4.1.2. Let ψ be an abaus onguration. The ompatiation of ψ, denoted
ψ(0), is the onguration obtained by pushing all the (blak) beads to the left, using only
nitely many moves, and not hanging the row of any bead. For example, Figure 4.4 is the
ompatiation of the onguration in Figure 4.5.
Denition 4.1.3. Let r be a row of beads with nitely many negative positions empty and
nitely many positive positions full. For eah i ∈ Z>0, let ri denote the positions of the ith
bead in r, ounting from the right.
Denition 4.1.4. Let r and s be two rows of beads. We say r ≤ s if ri ≤ si for all i > 0.
Denition 4.1.5. Let ψ be an abaus onguration. Dene a row of beads ψi for any i ∈ Z,
by letting ψi be the i
th
row of the abaus if 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ− 1 (ounting up and starting with 0),
and extending to the rest of Z using ψji+ℓ := ψ
j
i − n. That is, ψi+ℓ is ψi, but shifted n steps
to the left.
Denition 4.1.6. We say a onguration of beads ψ is desending if ψ0 ≥ ψ1 ≥ . . . ≥
ψℓ−1 ≥ ψℓ. Equivalently, ψ is desending it if ψi ≥ ψi+1 for all i ∈ Z.
Denition 4.1.7. Let ψ be a desending abaus onguration. Then the desending
stands are the sets ψk· onsisting of the k
th
blak bead from the right on eah row.
Comment 4.1.8. Notie that a desending abaus onguration satises ψk0 − n = ψ
k
ℓ ≤
ψkℓ−1 for all k. Thus, if we only draw ℓ rows of the abaus, eah ψ
k
· is at most n+1 olumns
wide (see Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: A desending abaus that is not tight. We have joined the desending strands
ψk· by lines. ψ
2
· an be shifted as shown. The positions modulo n (here 3) do not hange,
the onguration is still dereasing, but they are loser to ψ3· . Hene, this onguration is
not tight. The operation shown here is T2 as in Denition 4.1.9.
Denition 4.1.9. The tightening operator Tk is the operator on abaus onguration ψ
whih shifts the kth bead on eah row down one row, if possible. Expliitly:
Tk(ψ)
j
i = ψ
j
i if j 6= k
Tk(ψ)
k
i = ψ
k
i+1
if ψki+1 > ψ
k+1
i for all i
Tk(ψ) = 0 otherwise
(4.2)
See Figure 4.2 for an example. Similarly T ∗k shifts the k
th
bead on eah row up one row:
T
∗
k (ψ)
j
i = ψ
j
i if j 6= k
T ∗k (ψ)
k
i = ψ
k
i−1
if ψki−1 < ψ
k−1
i for all i
T ∗k (ψ) = 0 otherwise
(4.3)
Denition 4.1.10. A desending onguration ψ of beads is alled tight if, for eah k,
the beads ψk· are positioned as far to the left as possible, subjet to the set {ψ
k
· mod n}
being held xed, and, for eah i, ψk+1i < ψ
k
i . See Figure 4.2. This is equivalent to saying
Tk(ψ) = 0 for all k, sine we only deal with desending ongurations, so Tk is the only way
to move ψk· loser to ψ
k+1
· .
Lemma 4.1.11. The set of desending abaus ongurations (along with 0) is losed under
the operators ei and fi dened in Setion 4.1.2. Furthermore, the restrition of ei and fi to
the set of desending abaus ongurations an be alulated using the following rule:
For eah k, let Ski be the string of brakets ) · · · )(· · · ( where the number of “(” is
the number of beads in ψk· in position i− 1/2 mod(n), and the number of “)” is the number
of beads in ψk· in position i+ 1/2 mod(n). Let Si = · · · S
3
i S
2
i S
1
i .
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• If the rst unaneled “)” from the right in Si omes from S
k
i , then ei moves a
bead in ψk· one step to the left. The bead that moves is always the last bead of ψ
k
· in position
i+1/2 mod(n) that you enounter moving up the olumns in turn from left to right. If there
is no unaneled “)” in Si, then ei sends that element to zero.
• If the rst unaneled “(” from the left in Si omes from S
k
i , then fi moves a bead
in ψk· one step to the right. The bead that moves is always the rst bead of ψ
k
· in position
i− 1/2 mod(n) that you enounter moving up the olumns in tun from left to right. If there
is no unaneled “(” in Si, then fi sends that element to zero.
Proof. Let Ri be the string of brakets used to alulate ei and fi in Setion 4.1.2. The
desending ondition implies:
(i) All the brakets in Ri oming from beads in ψ
k
· always ome before all the brakets
oming from beads in ψk−1· .
(ii) All the “)” in Ri oming from ψ
k
· always ome before all the “(” in Ri oming from
ψk·
These fats are both lear if you rst do moves as in Figure 4.3 until the rst
bead of ψk· in position i + 1/2 mod(n) is on the bottom row of the abaus. As argued in
the aption, these moves ommute with the ations of ei and fi, and preserves the set of
desending abaus ongurations.
Let Rki be the substring of Ri onsisting of brakets oming from ψ
k
· . Then Si is
obtained from Ri by simply adding a string of aneling brakets (· · · () · · · ) between eah R
k
i
and Rk−1i , where the number of “(” and “)” is the number of pairs of touhing beads, one in
ψk· and one in ψ
k−1
· , that are in positions 1−1/2 and i+1/2 mod(n) respetively. Inserting
aneling brakets does not hange the rst unaneled “(”. Hene the rst unaneled “(”
in Si will ome from a bead in ψ
k
· if and only if the rst unaneled “(” in Ri omes from a
bead in ψk· . Therefore our new alulation of fi moves a bead in the right ψ
k
· . It remains to
show that the alulation of fi using Ri always moves the rst bead of ψ
k
· is position i−1/2
mod(n). But this follows immediately from property (ii) above. The proof for ei is similar.
Hene the new rule agrees with our denition of ei and fi.
This new rule learly preserves the set of desending abaus ongurations.
We are now ready to state and prove our main lemma onerning the struture of
the operators ei and fi ating on abaus ongurations:
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Figure 4.3: Shifting the abaus. One an move the bottom row of the abaus to the top
row, but shifted bak by n. This will ommute with the operations fi, sine when we reate
the string of brakets to alulate ei or fi, we will still look at the ci gaps in exatly the
same order. Also, it is lear from Denition 4.1.6 that this preserves the set of desending
abaus ongurations.
Lemma 4.1.12. Fix n ≥ 2, and ℓ ≥ 1. Consider the set of ℓ-strand abaus ongurations,
olored with c0, . . . cn−1 as shown in Figure 1.3. Let G be the olored direted graph whose
verties are all desending abaus ongurations ψ with a given ompatiation ψ(0), and
where there is an edge of olor ci from ψ to φ if and only if fi(ψ) = φ. Then:
(i) The operators ei and fi, restrited to the set of desending abaus ongurations, om-
mute with Tk and T
∗
k .
(ii) The soures of G (i.e. verties that are not the end of any edge) are exatly those
ongurations that an be obtained from ψ(0) by a series of moves T
∗
k for various k.
(iii) The set of tight desending abaus ongurations is a onneted omponent of G.
(iv) If we add an edge to G onneting ψ and φ whenever Tk(ψ) = φ for some k, then G
is onneted.
Proof. (i): Calulate fi as in Lemma 4.1.11. Then Tk learly does not hange the string of
brakets Si, and hene ommute with fi, as long as Tk(ψ) 6= 0 and Tk ◦ fi(ψ) 6= 0. The only
potential problem is if fi ◦ Tk(ψ) = 0 but Tk ◦ fi(ψ) 6= 0 (or visa versa).
Assume fi◦Tk(ψ) = 0 but Tk ◦fi(ψ) 6= 0. Then fi must move the only bead b of ψ
k
·
that hits ψk+1· when you apply Tk. b must be the rst bead of ψ
k
· in position i−1/2 mod(n)
(moving up the olumns and left to right). The last bead of ψk· in position i+ 1/2 mod(n)
must be on the the row below b. Sine b hits ψk+1· when you apply Tk, this must also be the
last row of ψk+1· ontaining a bead in position i − 1/2 mod(n). By Lemma 4.1.11, for b to
move, there must be at least as many beads of ψk· in position i + 1/2 mod(n) as beads in
ψk+1· in position i − 1/2 mod(n). The desending ondition then implies that the number
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of beads of ψk· in position i+ 1/2 mod(n) must be equal to the number of beads of ψ
k+1
· in
position i− 1/2 mod(n). This is illustrated below:
✲✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
❅❅❅❅
❅❅❅❅ci
But then Tk ◦ fi(ψ) is in fat zero, sine even after applying fi the bottom bead of ψ
k
· in
position i+1/2 mod(n) annot be shifted down without hitting ψk+1· . So the problem annot
in fat our. The other ase is similar, as are the ases involving ei or T
∗
k .
(ii): It is lear from part (i) that applying operators T ∗k to ψ(0) will always give a
soure (as long as the onguration is not sent to 0). So, let ψ be a soure, and we will show
that ψ an be tightened to ψ(0) by applying a series of operators Tk for various k. First, for
eah k ≥ 1, dene:
ϕ(ψk· ) :=
ℓ−1∑
j=0
Λi, where i ≡ ψ
k
j + 1/2 mod(n). (4.4)
ε(ψk· ) :=
ℓ−1∑
j=0
Λi, where i ≡ ψ
k
j − 1/2 mod(n). (4.5)
We will use the notation ϕi(ψ) (respetively εi(ψ)) to mean the oeient of Λi in ϕ(ψ)
(respetively ε(ψ)). For eah k ≥ 1, dene ψ|k to be the abaus onguration obtained
by removing the rst k − 1 blak beads on eah row, ounting from the right. When we
alulate fi as in Lemma 4.1.11, all the brakets from ψ|k always ome before the brakets
from ψm· , for any m < k. Hene, if ψ is a soure, then so is ψ|k for all k. We will prove the
following statement for eah k ≥ 1:
ϕ(ψ|k+1) = ϕ(ψ
k+1
· ) = ε(ψ
k
· ). (4.6)
ψ an dier in only nitely many plaes from a ompat onguration, so ψ|k is ompat for
large enough k, and (4.6) learly holds for ompat ongurations. We proeed by indution,
assuming (4.6) holds for some k ≥ 2 and proving it still holds for k − 1. Sine ϕ(ψ|k+1) =
ε(ψk· ), the rule for alulating fi implies that ϕ(ψ|k) = ϕ(ψ
k
· ). Sine ψ|k−1 is still a soure,
we must have εi(ψ
k−1
· ) ≤ ϕi(ψ
k
· ) for eah i. But
∑n−1
i=0 εi(ψ
k−1
· ) =
∑n−1
i=0 ϕi(ψ
k
· ) = ℓ. Hene
we see that ϕ(ψk· ) = ε(ψ
k−1
· ). So, (4.6) holds for k − 1.
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By Denition 4.1.10 and the denitions of ϕ(ψ) and ε(ψ), (4.6) implies that we an
tighten eah ψk· until it is right next to ψ
k+1
· . Therefore, ψ an be tightened to a ompat
onguration, whih must be ψ(0) by the denition of G. Part (ii) follows sine Tk(ψ) = φ
if and only if T ∗k (φ) = ψ.
(iii): The graph G is graded by Z≥0, where the degree of ψ is the number of times
you need to move one bead one step to the left to reah ψ(0). Every onneted omponent
to G has at least one vertex ψmin of minimal degree. ψmin must be a soure, sine eah fi is
learly degree 1. Hene eah onneted omponent of G ontains a soure. By part (ii), we
an tighten any soure to get ψ(0). Hene the set of tight desending abaus ongurations
in G ontains exatly one soure, namely ψ(0). By Lemma 4.1.11 and part (i), the set of
tight desending abaus ongurations is losed under the operators fi, so it is a omplete
onneted omponent of G.
(iv): This follows immediately from part (ii), and the observation from the proof
of (iii) that every onneted omponent of G ontains a soure.
Denition 4.1.13. Let ψ(0) be a ompat, desending abaus onguration. Dene a dom-
inant integral weight of ŝln by
Λ(ψ(0)) :=
n−1∑
i=0
miΛi, (4.7)
where mi is the number of 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ− 1 suh that the last blak bead of ψ(0)j is in position
i− 1/2 modulo n. Equivalently,
mi = max{m : f
m
i (ψ(0)) 6= 0} (4.8)
Note that Λ(ψ(0)) uniquely determines ψ(0), up to a transformation of the form ψ
j
(0)i →
ψj(0)i+m for some m ∈ Z (see Denition 4.1.5). That is, up to a series of moves as in Figure
4.3.
Theorem 4.1.14. Fix n ≥ 2 and ℓ ≥ 1, and let ψ(0) be a ompat, desending onguration
of beads on an ℓ-strand abaus olored with c0, . . . cn−1 as shown in Figure 1.3. Let B be
the olored direted graph whose verties are all tight, desending abaus ongurations with
ompatiation ψ(0), and there is a ci olored edge from ψ to φ if fi(ψ) = φ. Then B is a
realization of the rystal graph for the ŝln representation VΛ(ψ(0)).
Proof. Lemma 4.1.12 part (iii) shows that B is a onneted graph. For n ≥ 3, Theorem
4.1.1 shows that this is in fat the rystal graph of an irreduible ŝln representation. For
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Figure 4.4: The highest weight element for an irreduible ŝl3 rystal of highest weight
Λ0+2Λ1+Λ2. As explained in Setion 4.3, this orresponds to the ground-state path in the
Kyoto path model. Eah 4-tuple of beads onneted by a line orresponds to an element of
B4.
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Figure 4.5: A tight desending abaus. This onguration represents an element of the
irreduible rystal generated by the ompat abaus onguration shown in Figure 4.4.
n = 2, it is also the rystal of an irreduible ŝl2 representation, but we delay the proof until
Setion 4.3.
It is lear that ψ(0) is the highest weight element. It's weight is
∑n−1
i=0 miΛi, where
mi = max{m : f
m
i (ψ(0)) 6= 0}. This is Λ(ψ(0)) by Denition 4.1.13.
This implies we an realize any integral irreduible highest weight rystal for ŝln
using the abaus model by hoosing the appropriate ψ(0) (see Figure 4.4 for a typial highest
weight element ψ(0), and Figure 4.5 for a typial element of the highest irreduible part).
However, we do not get every irreduible representation from the partition model. To see
this, reall that the harge of a row of beads r is the integer c suh that, when we push
all the blak beads of r to the left, the last blak bead is in position c − 1/2. Dene the
harge of an abaus onguration ψ to be the sum of the harges of the rows. The harge
of a ompat abaus onguration of highest weight Λ is then well dened modulo n. Only
those Λ whih orrespond to ompat ongurations of harge zero mod(n) an be realized
using the rystal struture on partitions, as we dene it. However, one an shift the olors
in Figure 1.2 to realize the other irreduible rystals.
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Figure 4.6: A ylindri plane partition with period 9. Here n = 3 and ℓ = 6, beause
there are 3 lines on the boundary sloping down and 6 sloping up in eah period. πij from
Denition 1.2.6 is the number at the intersetion of diagonals πi and cj (where the empty
squares are lled in with 0). By Theorem 4.2.17 part (iii), this ylindri plane partition
orresponds to a basis element of V2Λ0+3Λ1+Λ2 ⊗ F (a representation of ŝl3 ⊕ gl∞). We an
reet the piture in a vertial axis, interhanging the π diagonals with the c diagonals. In
this way the same ylindri plane partition orresponds to a basis element of VΛ0+Λ1+Λ4⊗F
(a representation of ŝl6 ⊕ gl∞).
4.2 Relation to ylindri plane partitions
We onstrut a bijetion between the set of desending abaus ongurations with
a given ompatiation and the set of ylindri plane partitions on a ertain ylinder.
This allows us to dene a rystal struture on ylindri plane partitions, whih is expliitly
desribed in Setion 4.2.2. The rystal we obtain is reduible, and arries an ation of gl∞
whih ommutes with ei and fi. This allows us to show that the generating funtion for
ylindri plane partitions with a xed boundary is given by the prinipally graded harater
(q-harater) of a ertain ĝln representation. Borodin [4℄ has previously alulated this
generating funtion, and we show diretly that the two results are equivalent. We also
observe a form of rank-level duality, whih omes from reeting the ylindri plane partition
in a vertial axis.
4.2.1 A bijetion between desending abaus ongurations and ylindri
plane partitions
In this setion we dene our bijetion (Denition 4.2.3). Lemma 4.2.5 and Theorem
4.2.8 show that this is a bijetion, and relate the ompatiation of an abaus onguration
to the boundary of the orresponding ylindri plane partition. Our denition of a ylindri
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plane partition (1.2.6) is essentially the same as that used by Borodin in [4℄. See Figure 4.6
for an example.
Denition 4.2.1. A ylindri plane partition of type (n, ℓ) is an array of non-negative
integers (πij), dened for all suiently large i, j ∈ Z, and satisfying:
(i) If πij is dened, then so is πkm whenever k ≥ i and m ≥ j.
(ii) (πij) is weakly dereasing in both i and j. Furthermore, for all i, lim
j→∞
πij = 0, and,
for all j, lim
i→∞
πij = 0.
(iii) If πij is dened, then πij = πi+ℓ,j−n.
Notie that ondition (iii) implies that π an be represented on a ylinder as in
Figure 4.6. The period of the ylinder, and the diretions of the grid lines, are determined
by n and ℓ. The information of whih πij are dened will be alled the boundary of the
ylinder.
Denition 4.2.2. A harged partition of harge k ∈ Z is a sequene of non-negative integers
(λk ≥ λk+1 ≥ λk+2 ≥ · · · ) suh that λj = 0 for suiently large j. That is, it is a partition,
but with the parts indexed starting at k.
Denition 4.2.3. Let ψ be an abaus onguration. For eah i ∈ Z, let pi be the integer
suh that the last blak bead in the ompatiation of ψi is in position pi− 1/2. For j ≥ pi,
dene πij to be the number of blak beads to the right of the j − pi + 1 st white bead of
ψi, ounting from the left. Dene π(ψ) := (πij). As shown below (Lemma 4.2.5), π(ψ) is a
ylindri plane partition.
Comment 4.2.4. Let π = π(ψ). It should be lear that eah πi := (πipi , πi,pi+1, . . .) is a
harged partition with harge ci, as dened in Denition 4.2.2. Also, note that the boundary
of π(ψ) is determined by the harges of the ℓ rows of ψ, sine πij is well dened exatly
when j is at least the harge of ψi. In partiular, the boundary will only depend on the
ompatiation ψ(0) of ψ.
Lemma 4.2.5. For any desending abaus onguration ψ, π(ψ) is a ylindri plane parti-
tion.
Proof. Fix a desending abaus ongurations ψ. We rst show that part (ii) of Denition
4.2.1 holds for π(ψ). As in Setion 2.6, translate eah row ψi of ψ into a diagram by going
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down and to the right one step for eah blak bead, and up and to the right one step for
eah white bead. Plae this diagram at a height so that, far to the right, the diagrams of
eah ψi lie along the same axis, as shown in Figure 4.7. Sine the k
th
blak bead of ψi is
always to the right of the kth blak bead of ψi+1, one an see that the sequene of diagrams
is weakly dereasing by ontainment (i.e. the diagram of ψi+1 is never above the diagram
for ψi). As in Denition 4.2.3, πij is dened to be the number of blak beads to the right
of the j − pi + 1 st white bead of ψi. In the diagram, this is the distane of the diagram
for ψi in the y-diretion from the interval [j, j + 1] on the x axis (see Figure 4.7). So πij is
weakly dereasing in i beause the sequene of diagrams is dereasing. Also πij is weakly
dereasing in j, sine πi is a harged partition. So Denition 4.2.1 part (ii) holds. In fat,
this argument also shows that Denition 4.2.1 part (i) holds.
Now, by Denition 4.1.5, the row ψi+ℓ is just the row ψi, but shifted n steps to
the left. By denition 4.2.2, that means πi+ℓ will be the same partition as πi, but with the
harge shifted by n. That is, πij = πi+ℓ,j−n, as required in part (iii) of Denition 4.2.1.
Denition 4.2.6. Let π be a ylindri plane partition satisfying πij = πi+ℓ,j−n. Label the
diagonals c0, c1, c2, . . ., as shown in Figure 4.8. Let
Λ(π) :=
n−1∑
i=0
miΛi, (4.9)
where mi is the number of 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ− 1 suh that the rst entry of πj is in diagonal ck with
k ≡ i modulo n.
Comment 4.2.7. Λ(π) is only determined by an (unlabeled) ylindri plane partition π up
to ylially relabeling the fundamental weights Λi. This orresponds to the fat that there
is a diagram automorphism of ŝln whih ylially permutes these weights.
Theorem 4.2.8. The map S : ψ → π(ψ) is a bijetion between the set of desending abaus
ongurations with ompatiation ψ(0), and the set of ylindri plane partitions with a
given boundary. Furthermore, the boundary is determined by Λ(π) = Λ(ψ(0)).
Proof. Lemma 4.2.5 shows that π(ψ) is always a ylindri plane partition, and, by Comment
4.2.4, the boundary of π depends only on the ompatiation of ψ. Next, notie that,
given a ylindri plane partition π with the orret boundary, we an onstrut a diagram
as in Figure 4.7 and then an abaus onguration, simply by reversing the proedure in
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Figure 4.7: The diagram of an abaus onguration. This shows the diagram for ψi (0 ≤
i ≤ 5), as desribed in the proof of Lemma 4.2.5, for the example from Figure 4.5.
Denition 4.2.3. This is learly an inverse for S, so S is a bijetion. It remains to hek that
Λ(π) = Λ(ψ(0)). The harge of πi(ψ) is both the integer k suh that the last blak bead of
ψi is in position k − 1/2, and the integer k suh that the rst entry of πi(ψ) is labeled with
olor ck, so the identity follows from Denitions 4.1.13 and 4.2.6.
4.2.2 The rystal struture on ylindri plane partitions
We already have a rystal struture on abaus ongurations (for n ≥ 3) whih, by
Lemma 4.1.11, preserves the set of desending ongurations. Hene Theorem 4.2.8 implies
we have a rystal struture on the set of ylindri plane partitions. At the moment, we need
to translate a ylindri plane partition into an abaus onguration to alulate ei and fi.
We now desribe how to alulate these operators diretly on the ylindri plane partitions.
This setion is largely independent of the rest of the paper, sine later on we nd it simpler
to work with desending abaus ongurations.
It will be onvenient to view a ylindri plane partition as a 3-dimensional piture,
where πij is the height of a pile of boxes plaed at position (i, j). See Figure 4.9. Eah box
will be labeled by the oordinates of it's enter in the x, y and z diretions, as shown in
Figure 4.9 (only relative positions matter, so the origin is arbitrary). Eah box will also be
labeled by a olor ci for some residue i modulo n. For the rst layer of boxes, this will be
determined as in Figure 4.6. For higher boxes, one uses the rule that olor is onstant along
lines of the form {(x, y + k, z + k) : k ∈ Z}. Note that due to the periodiity, (x, y, z) labels
the same box as (x+ ℓ, y − n, z), so the oordinates are only well dened up to this type of
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Figure 4.8: The ylindri plane partition assoiated to an abaus onguration. This gure
shows π(ψ) for the onguration ψ shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.7. πij is the intersetion of
the diagonals labeled πi and cj . Notie that π4 is just a shift of π0. So we an ut on the
lines shown, and wrap the diagram around a ylinder, to get a ylindri plane partition. We
an also desribe Denition 4.2.6: Λ(π) = Λ0 + 2Λ1 + Λ2, sine the oeient of Λj is the
number of 0 ≤ i ≤ n−1 for whih πi has its rst entry at a position ck with k ≡ j modulo n.
Note that the hoie of labels ci an be shifted by ci → ci+k. This orresponds to rotating
the dynkin diagram of ŝln.
transformation.
For any ylindri plane partition π and any residue i modulo n, dene the following
two sets:
Denition 4.2.9. Ai(π) is the set of all ci olored boxes that an be added to π so that eah
slie πi (see Figure 4.8) is still a valid partition.
Ri(π) is the set of all ci olored boxes that an be removed from π so that eah slie
πi is still a valid partition.
Comment 4.2.10. Adding (removing) a box in Ai(π) (Ri(π)) an result in something whih
is not a ylindri plane partition, sine the slies ci (see Figure 4.8) may no longer be
partitions.
Denition 4.2.11. Dene t(x, y, z) = nx/ℓ+ y− z. Note that t(x, y, z) = t(x+ ℓ, y−n, z),
so t is well dened as a funtion on boxes in a ylindri plane partition. For a box n as in
Figure 4.9, dene t(n) to be t alulated on the oordinates of the enter of n.
Lemma 4.2.12. Fix a ylindri plane partition π. Let n1, n2 ∈ Ai(π)
⋃
Ri(π). Then
t(n1) 6= t(n2) unless n1 = n2.
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Figure 4.9: The three dimensional representation of a ylindri plane partition. This gure
shows the ylindri plane partition from Figure 4.6. The piture is periodi, with one period
shown between the dark lines. The rst layer of boxes should be olored as in Figure 4.6,
and higher levels aording to the rule that olor is onstant along (x0, y0 + s, z0 + s) as
s varies. The planes t(x, y, z) = C interset the "oor" of the piture in a line whih is
horizontal in the projetion shown, and are angled so that (x, y, z) and (x, y + 1, z + 1) are
always on the same plane. For any i ∈ I, eah suh plane intersets the enter of at most
one ci olored box that ould be added or removed to/from π (in eah period). To alulate
fi(π), plae a “(” for eah box in Ai(π) and a “)” for eah ci box in Ri(π), ordered by t
alulated on the oordinates of the enter of the box. fi adds the box orresponding to the
rst unaneled “(”, if there is one, and sends the element to 0 otherwise.
Proof. Choose n0 ∈ Ai(π)
⋃
Ri(π), and onsider the equation t(x, y, z) = t(n0). It should be
lear from Figure 4.9 that this plane intersets the enter of at most one box in Ai(π)
⋃
Ri(π)
over eah period.
We are now ready a dene our rystal struture. Let π be a ylindri plane par-
tition. Dene Si(π) to be the string of brakets formed by plaing a “(” for every box x in
Ai(π), and “)” for every box in Ri(π). These are ordered with the brakets orresponding
to n1 oming before the brakets orresponding to n2 if and only if t(n1) < t(n2) (this is
possible beause of Lemma 4.2.12). Then fi(π) is obtained by adding the box orresponding
to the rst unaneled “(”, if there is one, and is 0 otherwise. Similarly, ei(π) is obtained by
removing the box orresponding to the rst unaneled “)”, if there is one, and is 0 otherwise.
It follows from that fat that the set of desending abaus ongurations is losed under the
rystal operators that both fi(π) and ei(π) will always be ylindri plane partitions. See
Figure 4.9.
To see this agrees with the rystal struture oming from desending abaus ong-
urations, one should notie that adding (removing) a box n olored ci with t(n) = C always
orresponds to moving a bead aross the same gap on the abaus, whih we will all gi(C).
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One must hek that, for any ci olored boxes n1 and n2 in Ai(π) ∪ Ri(π), and gi(t(n1))
omes to the left of gi(t(n2)) when we alulate the rystal moves on the abaus if and only
if t(n1) < t(n2). This is straightforward.
4.2.3 More struture on ylindri plane partitions
In this setion we give a bijetion between desending abaus ongurations with
ompatiation ψ(0) and BΛ × P , where BΛ is the rystal assoiated to an irreduible ŝln
representation VΛ, and P is the set of all partitions. It follows that there is also a bijetion
between ylindri plane partitions with a given boundary and BΛ×P . These bijetions are
useful beause they preserve an appropriate notion of weight.
Denition 4.2.13. Let ψ be an abaus onguration. Notie that you an always transform
ψ to it's ompatiation by a series of moves, eah of whih moves one blak bead exatly
one step to the left. One an easily see that the number of suh moves needed is well dened.
This number is the weight of ψ, denoted |ψ|.
Denition 4.2.14. If π is a ylindri plane partition, the weight of π, denoted |π|, is the
sum of the entries of π over one period.
Denition 4.2.15. To eah desending abaus onguration ψ, assign:
(i) A tight desending abaus onguration γ(ψ).
(ii) A partition λ(ψ).
(iii) A anonial basis vetor v(ψ) ∈ VΛ.
as follows:
(i): Moving from left to right, at by Tk (see denition 4.1.9) until ψ
k
· is tight with
respet to ψk+1· for every k. The result is γ(ψ).
(ii): Construt a row of beads by putting a blak bead for eah ψi· , and, between the
beads orresponding to ψi· and ψ
i+1
· , put a white bead for eah time you an apply Ti to ψ
i
·
and stay stritly to the right of ψi+1· . Then use the orrespondene between rows of beads
and partitions to get λ(ψ) (shifting to get harge 0 if neessary).
(iii): By Theorem 4.1.14, we know that the set of tight desending abaus ong-
urations with ompatiation ψ(0) are the verties of the rystal graph for VΛ. These in
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turn orrespond to anonial basis vetors in VΛ (see, for example, [10℄ for a disussion of
anonial bases). Let v(ψ) be the anonial basis element assoiated to γ(ψ).
Comment 4.2.16. Sine we have a bijetion between ylindri plane partitions and abaus
ongurations, we an also assoiate this data to a ylindri plane partition π. In that ase,
we use the notation γ(π), λ(π) and v(π).
Let gl∞ be the Lie algebra of (Z+1/2)×(Z+1/2) matries with nitely many non-
zero entries. As in [13℄, Chapter 14 (among others), the spae F spanned by all partitions
is an irreduible gl∞ module. The generators Ep,p+1 and Ep+1,p of gl∞ at on a partition as
follows: Let r ∈ F , and onsider the row of beads orresponding to r.
• If position p+ 1 of r is full and position p is empty then Ep,p+1 moves the bead
in position p+ 1 to position p. Otherwise Ep,p+1(r) = 0.
• If position p of r is full and position p+ 1 is empty, then Ep+1,p moves the bead
in position p to position p+ 1. Otherwise Ep+1,p(r) = 0.
We then get a gl∞ ation on the spae of abaus ongurations, where gl∞ ats on
λ(ψ) without aeting γ(ψ). The following theorem will be our key tool in this setion:
Theorem 4.2.17. (i) The ŝln rystal struture on the spae of desending abaus on-
gurations with ompatiation ψ(0) ommutes with the gl∞ ation. Furthermore,
ψ → (γ(ψ), λ(ψ)) is a bijetion with BΛ × P . Here Λ = Λ(ψ(0)) (see Denition
4.1.13), BΛ is the rystal graph of the ŝln representation VΛ realized aording to The-
orem 4.1.14, and P is the set of all partitions.
(ii) {v(ψ)⊗ λ(ψ)}, where ψ ranges over all desending abaus ongurations with a given
ompatiation ψ(0), is a basis VΛ ⊗ F . Here F is the spae spanned by all partitions
and Λ = Λ(ψ(0)) (see Denition 4.1.13). Furthermore, the weight of ψ is the sum of
the priniple graded weight of v(ψ) and n|λ(ψ)|.
(iii) {v(π)⊗λ(π)}, where π ranges over the set of all ylindri plane partitions π with given
boundary, is a basis for VΛ ⊗ F . Here F is the spae of all partitions and Λ = Λ(π)
(see Denition 4.2.6). Furthermore, the weight of suh a onguration is the sum of
the priniple graded weight of v(π) and n|λ(π)|.
Proof. (i): Notie that ψ is uniquely dened by the pair (γ(ψ), λ(ψ)). Lemma 4.1.12 part (i)
implies that ei andfi at on γ(ψ), ignoring λ(ψ). Also, by denition, gl∞ ats only on λ(ψ),
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ignoring γ(ψ). Together, this implies that all fi ommute with the gl∞ ation. Similarly,
the ei ommute with the gl∞ ation. Theorem 4.1.14 says that the ŝln rystal generated by
ψ(0) is BΛ. Hene Lemma 4.1.12 part (iv) implies that this map is a bijetion to BΛ ⊗ F .
In order to prove (ii) and (iii), reall that the prinipally graded weight of a anon-
ial basis vetor v ∈ VΛ an be alulated from the rystal graph: set the weight of the
highest weight element to be 0, and let fi have degree 1. This is a well dened grading on
BΛ by standard results (see [10℄). The priniple grading on VΛ is obtained by letting v(b)
have the same weight as b. In partiular, ating on ψ by fi inreases the prinipally graded
weight of v(ψ) by one.
(ii): It follows from part (i) that {v(ψ) ⊗ λ(ψ)} is a basis for VΛ ⊗ F . It remains
to show that the weights are orret. It is lear from the denitions that the operators fi
add one to the weight of an abaus onguration, and T ∗k adds n. As above, ating by fi
inreases the prinipally graded weight of v(ψ) by 1, without aeting λ(ψ). Ating by T ∗k
adds one box to λ(ψ) without aeting v(ψ). The result follows.
(iii): This follows from (ii), one one noties that moving a bead one position to
the right on the abaus (in suh a way that it remains dereasing) always orresponds to
adding 1 to one entry of the orresponding ylindri plane partition.
4.2.4 The generating funtion for ylindri plane partitions
In [4℄, Borodin studied the expeted behavior of large random ylindri plane parti-
tions under the distribution where the probability of a ylindri plane partition π is propor-
tional to q|π|. In partiular, he found the generating funtion for ylindri plane partitions
on a given ylinder, whih is the partition funtion for this system. In Corollary 4.2.21
below, we show that this generating funtion is the prinipally graded harater of a ertain
representation of ĝln. We then diretly show that this agrees with Borodin's formula.
Reall that, by Theorem 4.2.17, we an identify the set of ylindri plane partitions
on a given ylinder with a basis for VΛ ⊗ F , and that this preserves an appropriate notion
of weight. Let Ei and Fi be the Chevalley generators of g. Reall that the priniple grading
of a highest weight representation V of g is the Z≥0 grading indued by putting the highest
weight vetor in degree 0, letting all Fi have degree 1, and letting all Ei have degree −1.
Let Vk denote the degree k part of V in this grading. The prinipally graded harater or
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q-harater of V is the formal sum:
dimq(V ) =
∑
k≥0
dim(Vk)q
k. (4.10)
Also, reall that F is the spae spanned by all partitions, and dene the qn harater of F
by:
dimqn(F ) :=
∑
partitions λ
qn|λ|. (4.11)
Theorem 4.2.18. The generating funtion for ylindri plane partitions on a ylinder whose
boundary satises Λ(π) = Λ (see Denition 4.2.6) is given by:
Z :=
∑
ylindri partitions π
on a given ylinder
q|π| = dimq(VΛ) dimqn(F ) (4.12)
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.2.17 part (iii).
A formula for dimq(VΛ) an be found in [13, Proposition 10.10℄. The q
n
-harater
of F is the sum over all partitions λ of qn|λ|, and is well known (see for example [1℄, Theorem
1.1). Substituting these results into Equation (4.12) we obtain an equivalent formula for Z:
Z =
∏
α∈∆∨+
(
1− q〈Λ+ρ,α〉
1− q〈ρ,α〉
)
mult(α) ∞∏
k=1
1
1− qkn
. (4.13)
Theorem 4.2.18 an be simplied by wording it in terms of ĝln instead of ŝln. In
order to do this, we need to review some notation. Our denitions agree with those in [7℄,
although we have reworded some parts.
We use the following realization of ĝln:
ĝln = gln ⊗C[t, t
−1] + Cc+ Cd. (4.14)
Here c is entral and d ats by the derivation t ddt . The braket on the remaining part is
dened by
[x⊗ tp, y ⊗ tq] = [x, y]⊗ tp+q + pδp+q,0〈x, y〉c, (4.15)
where 〈x, y〉 = Tr(ad(x)ad(y)).
Notie that ŝln is naturally ontained in ĝln. For a dominant integral weight Λ of
ŝln, we say an irreduible representation WΛ of ĝln has highest weight Λ if there is some
wΛ ∈WΛ suh that:
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(i) wΛ is a highest weight vetor of WΛ as an ŝln representation, and has weight Λ.
(ii) Id⊗ tn · wΛ = 0 for all n > 0.
The priniple grading on suh a WΛ an be dened as follows: Put wΛ in degree
zero. For eah 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, let Ei have degree −1 and Fi have degree 1. Finally, let c and
d have degree 0, and Id⊗ tk have degree −nk. Denote by WΛ,k the degree k weight spae
in this grading. The q-harater of WΛ is the formal sum:
dimq(WΛ) =
∞∑
k=0
dim(WΛ,k)q
k. (4.16)
Comment 4.2.19. It is a straightforward exerise to see that this denition agrees with
that given in [7℄, and that the restrition of this grading to the ŝln representation ŝln · wΛ
agrees with the priniple grading dened in Equation 4.10. For any given Λ there are many
possibilities for WΛ, sine Id ⊗ 1 an at by any salar. However, these all have the same
q-harater, so the q-harater is well dened as a funtion of Λ.
Lemma 4.2.20. Fix a dominant integral weight Λ for ŝln. Let VΛ be the irreduible ŝln
representation of highest weight Λ, and WΛ be an irreduible highest weight representation
of ĝln of highest weight Λ. Then:
dimq(WΛ) = dimq(VΛ)
∞∏
k=1
1
1− qk
. (4.17)
Proof. LetW be the C span of c and Id⊗tp for p ∈ Z. Let S be the C spae of c, d, and x⊗tp
for x ∈ sln and p ∈ Z. One an hek that W forms a opy of the innite dimensional Weyl
algebra and S forms a opy of ŝln. Furthermore, [W,S] = 0, ĝln =W+S, and W∩S = Cc.
It follows that
WΛ = V ⊠ F, (4.18)
where V is an irreduible representation of ŝln and F is an irreduible representation of W.
By Comment 4.2.19, we must have V = VΛ. There are many irreduible highest weight
representations of W (parameterized by the ations of c and Id⊗ t0), but eah has the same
q-harater with respet to the grading where c has degree 0, Id⊗ tk has weight −nk, and
the highest weight spae is plaed in degree 0. This is given by:
dimq(F ) =
∞∏
k=1
1
1− qnk
. (4.19)
The Lemma follows by taking the q-harater of eah side of Equation (4.18).
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We an now reword Theorem 4.2.18 as follows:
Corollary 4.2.21. Fix a dominant integral weight Λ for ŝln, and let Wn be an irreduible
representation of ĝln of highest weight Λ. The generating funtion for ylindri plane parti-
tions on a ylinder whose boundary satises Λ(π) = Λ (see Denition 4.2.6) is given by:
Z :=
∑
ylindri partitions π
on a given ylinder
q|π| = dimq(WΛ) (4.20)
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 4.2.18 and Lemma 4.2.20.
We now ompare this with Borodin's result. Following the onventions from [4℄,
label the steps of the boundary of a ylindri plane partition with residues i modulo n+ ℓ,
as in Figure 4.6. Dene:
• N = n+ ℓ. This is the period of the boundary of the ylindri plane partition.
• For any k ∈ Z, k(N) is the smallest non-negative integer ongruent to k mod N .
• 1, N is the set of integers modulo N .
•A[i] =
1 if the boundary is sloping up and to the right on diagonal i0 otherwise
•B[i] =
1 if the boundary is sloping down and to the right on diagonal i0 otherwise
Note: We have reversed the denitions of A[i] and B[i] from those used by Borodin.
This orresponds to reeting the ylindri plane partition about a vertial axis, so by
symmetry does not hange the partition funtion.
Theorem 4.2.22. (Borodin 2006) The generating funtion for ylindri plane partitions is
given by:
Z :=
∑
ylindri partitions π
on a given ylinder
q|π| =
∏
k≥1
1
1− qkN
∏
i ∈ 1, N : A[i] = 1
j ∈ 1, N : B[j] = 1
1
1− q(i−j)(N)+(k−1)N
. (4.21)
We will now diretly show that Equations (4.13) and (4.21) are equivalent. We
already have a proof of Theorem 4.2.18, so some readers may wish to skip to Setion 4.2.5.
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We need the following fat about ane Lie algebras, whih an be found in [13,
Chapter 14.2℄. Let g be a nite dimensional simple omplex Lie algebra. Let ĝ be the
assoiated untwisted ane algebra, and ĝ′ the orresponding derived algebra. The priniple
grading on ĝ′ is the grading determined by setting deg(Hi) = deg(c) = 0, deg(Ei) = 1 and
deg(Fi) = −1, for eah i. Let r = rank(g).
Lemma 4.2.23. ([13℄, Chapter 14.2) The dimension of the kth prinipally graded omponent
of ĝ′ is r+ s(k), where s(k) is the number of exponents of g ongruent to k modulo the dual
Coxeter number.
In the ase of ŝln, this redues to:
Corollary 4.2.24. The dimension of the kth prinipally graded omponent of ŝl
′
n is n, unless
k ≡ 0 mod n, in whih ase the dimension is n− 1.
We start with Equation (4.13) and manipulate it to reah Equation (4.21). First,
notie that q〈ρ,α〉 is just q to the prinipally graded weight of α. Using this, and identifying
∆∨+ with ∆+ (sine ŝln is self dual), Corollary 4.2.24 allows us to simplify Equation (4.13)
as follows:
Z =
∏
α∈∆∨+
(1− q〈Λ+ρ,α〉)mult(α)
∞∏
k=1
(
1
1− qk
) dim of the kthprinipally
graded omponent of ŝl
′
n
∞∏
k=1
1
1− qkn
(4.22)
=
∏
α∈∆∨+
(1− q〈Λ+ρ,α〉)mult(α)
∞∏
k=1
(
1
1− qk
)n
. (4.23)
We will deal with the seond fator rst. One an readily see that there are exatly
n residues j ∈ 1, N suh that B[j] = 1 (see Figure 4.6). Hene:
∞∏
k=1
(
1
1− qk
)n
=
∏
j ∈ {1, . . . N}, B[j] = 1
i > j
1
1− qi−j
(4.24)
=
∞∏
k=1
∏
i,j∈1,N :B[j]=1
1
1− q(i−j)(N)+(k−1)N
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Now we onsider the rst fator of Equation (4.23) . Write:
Λ(π) =
n−1∑
i=0
miΛi. (4.25)
Notie that mi is the length of the i
th
downward sloping piee of the boundary of the
ylindri plane partition, ounting from the left over one period in Figure 4.6, and starting
with 0 (see Denition 4.2.6). For eah i ∈ I, set si := 1 +mi. Let gk(s) be the k
th
degree
piee of ŝl
′
n with the grading indued by letting Ei have degree si, and Fi have degree −si.
This will be alled the s-grading of ŝl
′
n. Then q
〈Λ+ρ,α〉
is just q to the s-graded degree of α.
Again identifying ∆∨+ with ∆+, we see that:
∏
α∈∆∨+
(
1− q〈Λ+ρ,α〉
)mult(α)
=
∞∏
k=1
(
1− qdim(gk(s))
)
. (4.26)
dim(gk(s)) is the number of positive roots of ŝln of degree k in the s grading, ounted with
multipliity. These are of two forms, whih we must onsider separately:
(i) Real roots of the form β + kδ. Here β is a root of sln, k ≥ 0, and k > 0 if β is
negative. These eah have multipliity 1, and s graded weight 〈Λ + ρ, β〉+ kN (sine
〈Λ + ρ, δ〉 = N).
(ii) Imaginary roots of the form kδ. These eah have multipliity n − 1, and s-graded
weight kN .
The imaginary roots ontribute a fator of
∞∏
k=1
(
1− qkN
)n−1
(4.27)
to Equation (4.26).
Next we nd the ontribution from the real roots. The positive roots of sln are
αa + αa+1 + . . . + αb for all 1 ≤ a < b ≤ n − 1, and the negative roots are their negatives.
A straightforward alulation shows that
〈ρ+ Λ,
b∑
i=a
αi〉 =
(
b+
b−1∑
k=0
mk
)
−
(
a+
a−1∑
k=0
mk
)
. (4.28)
One an see from Figure 4.6 that B[a+m0 +m1+ . . .+ma−1] = 1 for all a. By a
similar argument, if β is a negative root of sln, then 〈ρ+ Λ, β + δ〉 will be the dierene of
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two integers that have B[·] = 1. It should be lear from Figure 4.6 that eah pair i, j ∈ 1, N
with B[i] = B[j] = 1 orresponds to a root β of sln in one of these two ways. Therefore the
real roots ontribute a fator of
∞∏
k=1
∏
i ∈ 1, N : B[i] = 1
j ∈ 1, N : B[j] = 1
i 6= j
(1− q(i−j)(N)+(k−1)N ) (4.29)
to Equation (4.26). Using Equations (4.27) and (4.29), Equations (4.26) is equivalent to:
∏
α∈∆∨+
(
1− q〈Λ+ρ,α〉
)mult(α)
=
∞∏
k=1
(
1− qkN
)n−1 ∏
i ∈ 1, N : B[i] = 1
j ∈ 1, N : B[j] = 1
i 6= j
(
1− q(i−j)(N)+(k−1)N
)
. (4.30)
Next, substitute Equations (4.24) and (4.30) into Equation (4.22) to get:
Z =
∞∏
k=1
(
1− qkN
)n−1 ∏
i, j ∈ 1, N
B[j] = 1
1
1− q(i−j)(N)+(k−1)N
∏
i ∈ 1, N : B[i] = 1
j ∈ 1, N : B[j] = 1
i 6= j
(
1− q(i−j)(N)+(k−1)N
)
(4.31)
=
∞∏
k=1
1
1− qkN
∏
i, j ∈ 1, N
B[j] = 1
1
1− q(i−j)(N)+(k−1)N
∏
i ∈ 1, N : B[i] = 1
j ∈ 1, N : B[j] = 1
(
1− q(i−j)(N)+(k−1)N
)
. (4.32)
Equation (4.32) follows beause there are exatly n residues i ∈ 1, N that have B[i] = 1. This
then simplies to Equation (4.21), using the fat that A[i] = 1 if and only if B[i] 6= 1. Hene
we have diretly shown that our equation for the partition funtion agrees with Borodin's.
4.2.5 A rank-level duality result
Fix a ylinder of type (n, ℓ). By Corollary 4.2.21, we obtain the generating funtions
for ylindri plane partitions on this ylinder as the q-harater of a ertain ĝln representation
of level ℓ. We an reet Figure 4.6 about a vertial axis to see that this generating funtion
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is also given by the q-harater of a ertain ĝlℓ representation of level n. Thus we see that
these two q-haraters are equal. We now state this preisely, reovering a result of I. Frenkel
[7, Theorem 2.3℄.
For a residue i modulo n, let Λ
(n)
i denote the i
th
fundamental weight of ŝln. For
any level ℓ dominant integral weight Λ =
∑n−1
i=0 ciΛ
(n)
i of ŝln, dene a orresponding level n
dominant integral weight of ŝlℓ by:
Λ′ :=
n−1∑
i=0
Λ
(ℓ)
ci+ci+1+···+cn−1 . (4.33)
This should be understood using Figure 4.6: If Λ is dened as in the aption, then Λ′ is
dened in the same way, but after rst reeting in the vertial axis, interhanging diagonal
πk and diagonal ck.
Theorem 4.2.25. (Frenkel 1982) Let Λ be a level ℓ dominant integral weight of ŝln, with
n, ℓ ≥ 2. Let Λ′ be the orresponding dominant integral weight of ŝlℓ dened by Equation
(4.33). Let WΛ be an irreduible representation of ĝln with highest weight Λ, and WΛ′ an
irreduible representation of ĝlℓ with highest weight Λ
′
. Then:
dimq(WΛ) = dimq(WΛ′). (4.34)
New proof of theorem 4.2.25. Let S be the set of all ylindri plane partitions with a xed
boundary, suh that Λ(π) = Λ for any π ∈ S. By Corollary 4.2.21, the generating funtion
for S is given by:
Z :=
∑
π∈S
q|π| = dimq(WΛ). (4.35)
Now let S′ be the set of ylindri plane partitions with a xed boundary, suh that Λ(π) = Λ′
for any π ∈ S′. One again, by Corollary 4.2.21, the generating funtion for S′ is given by:
Z ′ :=
∑
π∈S′
q|π| = dimq(WΛ′). (4.36)
As disussed in the aption of Figure 4.6, we an reet an element of S about a vertial
axis to get an element of S′. This is a weight preserving bijetion between S and S′, so the
two generating funtions Z and Z ′ must be equal.
For ompleteness, we also inlude the orresponding result when ℓ = 1:
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Theorem 4.2.26. Let Λ be a level 1 dominant integral weight of ŝln, with n ≥ 2. Let WΛ
be an irreduible representation of ĝln of highest weight Λ. Then:
dimq(WΛ) =
∞∏
k=0
1
1− qk
. (4.37)
Proof. By Corollary 4.2.21,
dimq(WΛ) = dimq(VΛ)
∞∏
k=0
1
1− qnk
. (4.38)
By Theorems 4.2.18 and 4.2.8, this is
∑
q|ψ|, where the sum is over all 1-strand (desending)
abaus ongurations ψ with a given ompatiation ψ(0). Suh a onguration is just one
row of beads. We an simultaneously shift eah ψ until ψ(0) has its last blak bead in
position −1/2, without hanging any |ψ|. As in Setion 2.6, there is a bijetion between
partitions and rows of beads whose ompatiation is this ψ(0), and one an easily see
that this bijetion preserves the weights. Hene the left side of Equation (4.37) is equal to∑
partitions λ q
|λ|, whih is well known to be given by the right side.
4.3 Relation to the Kyoto path model
We now present an expliit bijetion between the set of tight desending abaus
ongurations with a given ompatiation ψ(0), and the Kyoto path model for an integrable
irreduible level ℓ representation of ŝln, and show that the images of our operators ei and fi
are the rystal operators ei and fi. This proof does not assume that the abaus model is an
ŝln rystal. Sine the Kyoto path model is an ŝln rystal, we get a new proof of Theorem
4.1.14, whih works for ŝl2 (where our previous proof failed). Sine Lemma 4.1.12 parts (i)
and (iv) also hold in the ase of ŝl2, the set of all desending abaus ongurations is still
an ŝl2 rystal. Hene the results in Setion 4.2 still hold in the ase n = 2.
We refer the reader to ([10℄, Chapter 10) for the details of the Kyoto path model.
We will only use the path models orresponding to one family Bℓ of perfet rystals for ŝln,
one of eah level ℓ > 0. These an be found in ([18℄ Theorem 1.2.2), where they are alled
B1,ℓ. Here Bℓ onsists of semi standard llings of the partition (ℓ) with 0.5, 1.5, . . . (2n−1)/2.
Below is an example for n = 3 and ℓ = 4:
0.51.52.52.5
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✚
✚
✚✚❂
✚
✚
✚✚❂
✚
✚
✚✚❂
1
1
1
❩
❩
❩❩⑦
❩
❩
❩❩⑦
❩
❩
❩❩⑦
2
2
2
✻
✻
✻
0
0
0
0.50.5
0.51.5
1.51.5 0.52.5
1.52.5
2.52.5
Figure 4.10: A perfet rystal of level 2 for ŝl3. The edges show the ations of f0, f1, f2. The
ei just follow the arrows bakwards. If there is no i arrow oming out of a vertex, fi sends
that element to 0.
The operator fi hanges the rightmost i − 1/2 to i + 1/2, if possible, and sends
the element to 0 if there is no i − 1/2. f0 hanges one n − 1/2 to 1/2, if possible, then
shues that element to the front. If there is no n− 1/2 then f0 sends that element to 0. ei
inverts fi if possible, and send the element to 0 otherwise. This should be lear from Figure
4.10. Notie that we are using half integers instead of integers. The usual onventions are
obtained by adding 1/2 to everything.
Given a level ℓ perfet rystal Bℓ for an ane algebra g, and a level ℓ integral
weight λ of g, Kashiwara et. al. dene a ground state path of weight λ to be a sequene
pλ = · · · ⊗ b3 ⊗ b2 ⊗ b1 ∈ · · · ⊗Bℓ ⊗Bℓ ⊗Bℓ (4.39)
suh that:
(i) ϕ(b1) = λ
(ii) For eah k ≥ 1, ε(bk) = ϕ(bk+1).
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They show that, one Bℓ is xed, there is a unique ground state path of weight λ for any
level ℓ dominant integral weight λ.
The irreduible rystal P (λ) of highest weight λ is the set of all all paths in · · · ⊗
Bℓ ⊗ Bℓ ⊗ Bℓ whih dier from the ground state path in only nitely many plaes. The
rystal operators ei and fi are obtained from Bℓ using the tensor produt rule. We use the
notation Pn,ℓ(Λ) to denote the Kyoto path model for the ŝln rystal BΛ using the perfet
rystal Bℓ dened above (where ℓ is the level of Λ).
Given an abaus onguration ψ, we dene a sequene ψk· of elements in Bℓ (where
ℓ is the number of rows of the abaus) by letting ψk· be the unique semi-standard lling of
(ℓ) with {ψk0 (n), . . . , ψ
k
ℓ−1(n)}. Reall that ψ
k
j is the position of the k
th
blak bead from the
right on row j of ψ, and, as in Setion 4.2.4, ψkj (n) is the unique number 0 ≤ ψ
k
j (n) < n
that is ongruent to ψkj modulo n.
Theorem 4.3.1. Consider an ℓ row abaus olored with c0, . . . cn−1 as in gure 1.3. Let
B be the set of tight, desending abaus ongurations with ompatiation ψ(0). The map
J : B → Pn,ℓ(Λ(ψ(0))) given by ψ → · · · ⊗ ψ3· ⊗ ψ
2
· ⊗ ψ
1
· is a bijetion. Furthermore, the
images of our operators ei and fi are the rystal operators on Pn,ℓ(Λ(ψ(0))).
Comment 4.3.2. This theorem really says J is a rystal isomorphism. It gives a new proof
of Theorem 4.1.14, whih works even in the ase n = 2.
Proof. First note that the image of ψ(0) will satisfy the onditions to be a ground state path
of weight Λ(ψ(0)). For any ψ ∈ B, ψ
k
j = ψ(0)
k
j
for all but nitely many 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ − 1 and
k ≥ 1. Hene J(ψ) will always lie in Pn,ℓ(Λ(ψ(0))).
Use the string of brakets Si from Lemma 4.1.11 to alulate fi ating on B, and
use the string of brakets S′i from Corollary 2.4.13 to alulate fi ating on Pn,ℓ(Λ(ψ)). One
an easily see that S′i(J(ψ)) = Si(ψ). It follows from the two rules that the image of our
operator fi is the rystal operator fi on Pn,ℓ(Λ(ψ(0))). The proof for ei is similar.
Our operators ei and fi at transitively on B by Lemma 4.1.12 part (iii), and the
rystal operators ei and fi at transitively on Pn,ℓ(Λ(ψ(0))) sine it is an irreduible rystal.
J preserves these operators, so it must be a bijetion.
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4.4 Future diretions
We nish with a short disussion of two questions whih we feel are natural next
steps for the work presented in this hapter.
Question 4.1. Can one lift our rystal strutures to get representations of Uq(ŝln)? In
partiular, do ylindri plane partitions parameterize a basis for a representation of Uq(ŝln)
in any natural way?
In [22℄, Kashiwara, Miwa, Petersen and Yung study a q-deformed Fok spae. This
spae has an ation of Uq(ŝln), and a ommuting ation by the Bosons. In our piture, the
spae spanned by ylindri plane partitions has a ŝln rystal struture and a ommuting
ation of gl∞. Using the Boson-Fermion orrespondene, one an realize gl∞ inside a om-
pletion of the Bosoni algebra. We hope there is a natural ation of Uq(ŝln) on the spae
spanned by ylindri plane partitions, oming from an embedding of this spae into the
q-deformed Fok spae.
This should have interesting onsequenes beause of our rank-level duality: The
spae spanned by ylindri plane partitions on a given ylinder would simultaneously arry
ations of Uq(ŝln), Uq(ŝlℓ), and two opies of gl∞. One opy of gl∞ would ommute with the
Uq(ŝln) ation and the other would ommute with the Uq(ŝlℓ) ation. It would be interesting
to see how the other ations interat.
There are also several papers of Denis Uglov whih may shed some light on this
question (see [35℄, and referenes therein). He studies an ation of ŝln on the spae spanned
by ℓ-tuples of harged partitions. The rystal struture oming from his ation is very similar
to ours, and we believe it an be made to agree exatly by hanging some onventions. He
also studies ommuting ations of ŝlℓ and the Heisenberg algebra. It would be nie to t
these into our piture as well. However, his ation does not appear to preserve the spae
spanned by desending abaus ongurations, so it will not desend diretly to the desired
ation on the spae spanned by ylindri plane partitions.
Question 4.2. Our Theorem 4.2.18 gives a new way to alulate the partition funtion for
a system of random ylindri plane partitions, using the representation theory of ŝln. Can
one use similar methods to do other alulations on suh a statistial system? In partiular,
does this give a new way to alulate the orrelation funtions found by Borodin in [4℄?
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Alternatively, an one use results about random ylindri plane partitions to get interesting
results about the representation theory of ŝln?
We have not pursued this line of inquiry in any depth, but it seems we have a
new link between ylindri plane partitions and ŝln representation theory. One an ertainly
hope that results from one area will transfer in some way to the other.
Question 4.3. What is the relationship between the ombinatoris disussed in this hapter
and the various geometri realizations of ŝln representations and their rystals? In partiular,
what is the relationship with Nakajima quiver varieties?
There is a natural ation of ŝln on the union of the ohomology rings of various
Nakajima quiver varieties (see [29℄). This is reduible, but by onsidering only the top
non-zero ohomology of eah spae one obtains an irreduible representation. In fat, all
irreduible integrable highest weight modules for ŝln our in this way.
After hoosing a generi torus ation on the Nakajima quiver varieties, one an
index the ohomology by ℓ-tuples of partitions. These in turn orrespond to ℓ-strand aba-
us ongurations. However, depending on the hoie of torus ation, the set of ℓ-tuples
orresponding to the top non-zero ohomology hanges. We believe this should give an ex-
planation for an oddity of the abaus model: The same irreduible representation in fat
ours in many ways, not just as the set of tight desending abaus ongurations.
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